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ABSTRACT 
This investigation. conducted with volunteer students in Cape Town in 1998-
1999. analyses a sample of 323 students' improvement in achievement scores 
in physiology. The aim of this study was to explore the ,impact of the three 
instructional options. achievement. and preterences, on biology students with . 
respect to gender and choice of instructional programme. The quantitative data 
was obtained from pre-test to post-test improvement scores, and qualitative 
data from open-ended questionnaires. 
The purpose of this investigation was to offer students a free choice of learning 
details of human physiology, using labels. by anyone of three available 
options: 
(a) by a laptop computer graphics physiology instructional programme; or 
(b) by equivalent hand-held coloured pictures of human organs and 
systems; or 
(c) by hands-on manipulation of the articulated components of the 
equivalent life-size dissembled torso model of a human body. 
The investigation sought firstly to record how many students chose 
instructional method (a), (b) or (c). It aimed to investigate whether the 
frequency distributions of choices might vary significantly with the gender of 
the student participants. 
Another question for investigation focused on which one of the three 
equivalent instructional programme options promoted the greatest pre-test to 
post-test improvements in students' achievement scores in physiology. 
The second part of the investigation was a qualitative study. It synthesizes the-
main reasons given by the students for favouring their particular choice of 
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instructional strategy. It also discusses their suggestions for improving each of 
the three programmes in a diversity of South African school contexts. 
The investigation gathered data to test fifteen null hypotheses. The most 
important findings were: 
(1) for both females and males the computer and torso options were 
significantly more popular than the chart / picture option; 
(2) both females and males responded more or less equally with respect to 
gender when choosing or avoiding the computer, torso or picture option; 
(3) significant pre-test to post-test improvements in achievement scores 
occurred for all groups of learners, in all three forms of instructional 
programmes on offer; 
(4) the females demonstrated significantly more prior knowledge than the 
males on the pre-te~t; 
(5) the females demonstrated significantly higher post-test scores and 
achievement gains than the males; and 
(6) all three instructional intervention programme options were equally 
effective in terms of the overall final performance post-test scores 
achieved by the learners who selected them. 
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~ CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 1 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter focuses on the origin, background and importance of the 
research problem. It includes the purpose of the research, the questions to be 
asked, clarification of terms, list of dependent and independent variables, 
research approach, assumptions of the study, the delimitation of the research 
and organization of the dissertation. 
The research reported in this investigation has already been disseminated 
recently in four refereed publications: Proceedings of the National subject 
Didactics / Learning Area Symposium, University of Stellenbosch (1999: 
42-47); a chapter in: The pursuit of Excellence in Mathematics and Science 
Education, Ogunniyi, M. B. (ed.) University of Western Cape (1999: in 
press); Abstracts of the 11 th Biennial Congress of the South African 
Association for Research and Development in Higher Education (1999: 9); 
and Proceedings of the 8th Annual Conference of the Southern African 
Association for Research in Mathematics and Science Education, University 
of Port Elizabeth (2000: in press). A fifth in press refereed publication will 
be appearing in the Proceedings of the 2nd Global Congress on Engineering 
Education, Wismar, Federal Republic of Germany, July 2-5 (2000). Sample 
copies of these research articles and papers are attached in Appendix A. 
, 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 2 
1.1. Purpose of the research 
The purpose of this investigation was to offer 323 biology students a free 
choice of learning details of human physiology using labels, by anyone· of 
lhree available options: 
(a) by a laptop Pentium computer graphics physiology instructional 
programme; or 
(b) by an equivalent hand-held large coloured picture (chart) of human 
organs and systems; or 
(c) by hands-on manipulation of the articulated components of the 
equivalent life-size dissembled torso model of a human body. 
The investigation sought firstly to record how many students chose 
instructional method (a), (b) or (c); and then aimed to investigate whether 
the frequency distributions of choices varied significantly with the gender of 
the student participants. 
In the current investigation, pnor computer literacy was not important 
because the students merely had to press only four or five keys, with brief 
administrative assistance. Prior knowledge did not matter because, whether a 
student scored lout of 16, or 15 out of 16, on the pre-test, it was the 
magnitude of his or her change in score which was the critical variable.·· 
Other questions for investigation focused on which one of the three 
equivalent instructional programme options was the most efficient for 
stUdents to complete; and which one of the three equivalent instructional 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 3 
programme options promoted the greatest "pre-test to post-test 
improvements" in students' achievement scores in physiology. 
The second part of the investigation was a qualitative study. It synthesized 
the main reasons given by the students for favoring their particufar choice of 
instructional strategy; and it discussed their suggestions for improving each 
of the three programmes in a diversity of South African school contexts. 
The Pentium Computer and its physiology equivalent programme cost 
R 15000, and the life-size torso model cost approximately R 8000, but the 
equivalent life-size coloured chart for teaching purposes cost only R 300. 
Therefore, this investigation also sought to establish whether the much more 
expensive torso and computer were replaceable in effectiveness by the much 
simpler and cheaper instructional chart equivalent programme. 
1.2. Origin, importance and background of problem 
Ten years ago, Natio al Co-ordinator for Biology In Head Masters 
Conference schools wrote: -
In the twenty years I have been teaching biology to secondary school 
students in private schools of South Africa, I have come to ask myself 
serious questions about the relevance of the kind of biology that I 
have to teach these young people. I ask the first of many questions 
relating to the teaching of biology in this country: 
Is the biology that we teach our students serving South Africa well? 
Will the biology that we teach our children serve South Africa well in 
the 2 r' century? (Watson 1990: 49) 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 4 
It is suggested that each country or region in each phase of its growth and 
development should carefully ask these questions and re-examine its 
instructional programmes in biology education. Biology is a rapidly 
developing branch of science. The major advances that are made 
continuously affect our life. However, biology is a content subject fraught 
with complicated terminology. Many students have difficulty in mastering 
these terms, but their understandings can be enhanced with the aid of multi-
media instructional methodology (Teker & Ozet, 1996:6). 
Biological systems are complex, and instructional programmes for teaching 
biology need to be developed (Beveridge, 1980; Levins, 1970). The science 
education literature, especially during the last 15 years, is not scarce in 
articles that focus on making biology courses relevant, practical and process-
oriented. Instructional programmes are believed by many to be critical in 
preparing students to meet the challenges of a technological society 
(F ensham, 1985). It is clear tha  one of the persistent problems in the 
teaching of biology in most countries of the world is the choice of 
instructional methodology by the instructor. The impacts of new technology 
have emerged in the past decade, with the development of promising multi-
media instructional programmes, teaching strategies and learning materials 
in biology education. The dimensions of this problem are increasing with the 
consideration of contextual factors such as gender differences, home 
language differences, and students' motivations and interests that bear on the 
provision of facilities for the effective teaching of biology. 
The problem chosen for investigation is an important one because, with 
careful and thorough instructional intervention, it is possible for most 
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C IIAI'TER I: INTROIH cnON 5 
l~mncrs til sCllre \ ery high mmKS for ~chie\'emeJlt tests In scicnceibiology 
(C,g, Bl()ck, 1971). Howcvcr, in thc 1998 s~nior certi ticm~ (\1;)triculation) 
hi()lllgy examiIwtions In S()uIh A I':-ica, Thc govcrnmcnt-rc]ensed stJTistics 
disclosed un5atisfa<:t()ry achie\'emcJlt nnd low rass r:l\<:''; in bio lugy in many 
pro\:in<:es . see Tnble I, I. column 7. and [lOI~ ~sre<:Jally Ihe Illgh t~li l ure 
rJtes ITl th~ Fr~~ Stale and \ 'onlwrn Pro\'ince, In the 1999 SenIOr Certlficmc 
cxami JlallOnS, biology recordcd only a :'2.2% pass rate_ (Cape Tim~s, 31 
lk<:~lllbcr 1999, pagc I) - do\~n from tlw :'7% record~d in 1998, 
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CH APTER I: r\TIW DUCTION 6 
With the approach of the 21 " century, the demand fur ~cit:ntiJic and 
tt:chnologicai underst;}nding and expcl1ist: i~ grt:akr than e~er bdure. 
Const:qlKontly, coulltrit:s around the wurld have been looking for methods of 
making \e;}ehing and icarning in these areas more effective in their difft:l'ent 
~choDI education systems (Howie & Hughes, 19n: 16). 
lJuwcver, 1Il the Third ImemmioIHlI ~hllhemmics and Scicnce Study 
(n~lSS, in lJowi e & Hughe~. 199R), conduet~d with lIlore thHIl 50 000 
stude l ll~ in '11 countries, the overall scorcs of ~cicnce Df S!.l1.1th Afric ;} Il 
sllIdents were significantly lower rhil.Il 1110se in students in mher countflt's-
~ee Figurel.l. n1US, it is elear thm current science.' hiDIDgS \e;}ching 
methods CHn be improved, so thi~ investigation nD\\' ~eks to study how 
efteetivc three types uf cla~~J"Oom in struction;}i strategy nught be. 
Figure 1.1 
South African students' avemge mathematics and sc ience score in 
comparison with other countfles 
L __ "-"~',-- _O_':',--=aO' -C'O'O''--C'C'=''--C'='='_C'='_='="-''--C'_''--C',M",--,"~'-',-- ,,",,--_J 
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1.3. Questions 
In an attempt to investigate how the low science performance marks, as 
indicated in Figure 1.1, might possibly be improved using methodological 
intervention strategies, this multi-media study endeavors to answer the 
\, 
following twelve questions: -
When a random sample of 323 participant learners are invited to improve 
their knowledge of the structures of the human digestive system, and its 
associated organs by means of a torso model, a large picture chart with 
labels, or a laptop Pentium computer: -
(1) How many learners will choose the laptop computer option? 
(2) How many learners will choose the picture option? 
(3) How many learners will choose the torso option? 
(4) Will more females than males choose the laptop computer option? 
(5) Will more females than males choose the picture option? 
(6) Will more females than males choose the torso option? 
. 
(7) Will the 179 females and th~ 144 males score equally on a 16-item 
test of prior knowledge of the parts of the digestive system (the pre-
test)? 
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(8) Will the females and malC!~ Score equhliy ott the same pre-test, 
administered as a 16-item post-test, after learning intervention by 
means of a free choice of one of the three instructional programme 
options? 
(9) Will the overall pre-test to post-test achievement gains by the 323 
participant learners on the 16-item test be significant? (Le. will the 
instructional intervention programmes be effective?) 
(10) Will the 179 females' mean gains in achievement scores be better than 
the 144 males' gains in achievement scores? 
. (II) Will there be significantly different achievement performances 
between males and females who choose either the computer or the 
picture or the torso option? 
(12) With regard to overall final performance achievement scores, which 
of the three instructional intervention programmes -laptop computer, 
picture or torso - will be the most effective? 
1.4. Null hypotheses 
The variables "programme choice", "gender", "achievement gain", and 
"final performance score" were used to formulate 15 null hypoth~ses in this 
investigation into learners' knowledge of the human digestive system, and 
its associated organs. The 15 null hypotheses are presented in detail in 
Chapter 3. 
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1.5. Clarification of terms 
1.5.1. Computer-assisted instruction (CAl): 
Computer-Assisted Instruction is an educational medium in which 
instructional content or activities are presented to students by some 
application of a computer. 
1.5.2. Picture: 
The large, commercially available, glossy, professional, coloured, hand-held, 
labeled picture (1.2 meters x 2.0 meters) of the human digestive system with 
attachable labels is used to teach the parts of the human digestive system as 
an instructional programme, like a chart. 
1.5.3. Torso: 
The life-size assembled model of human systems with attachable labels. It is 
used as an instructional programme to teach the basic components of the 
human digestive system. 
1.6. List of dependent and independent variables 
The following variables were selected to guide this study: -
1.6.1. Dependent variables for each student 
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• Pre-test physiology score out df 16 
• Post-test physiology score out of 16 
• Magnitude of the difference between pre-test and post-test scores. 
1.6.2. Independent variables for each student 
• Gender - Male 
- Female 
• Formats of programme intervention - Hand-held picture 
- Laptop Pentium computer 
- Torso model 
1.7. Research approach 
For the purpose of this investigation the quantitative and qualitative response 
data were collected by means of pre-test scores, post-test scores and 
questionnaires. Sixteen items were employed for the quantitative study and 
two open-ended items for the qualitative study. Primary, secondary and 
tertiary school students who are English first or second language speakers 
took part in the investigation in small groups. The data collection was 
efficient, requiring a period of about fifteen to twenty minutes for a group of 
ten students. The programmes were run in thirty sessions, incorporating and 
accommodating the various. samples. They ceased when data had been 
obtained from 323 participants, being mindful of the statistical need to group 
. -
adequately according to gender and programme options selected. The 
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research analysis employed chi-square tests, t-tests for normal and non-
normally distributed data, Scheffe tests for comparison of the final 
performance scores and ANOV A. 
The method of analysis for the qualitative survey used categories to group 
and report the response data systematically for the three programme options; 
for example, for the computer option: -
• "It increases performance"; 
• "It is nice, exciting, enjoyable and fun"; etc. 
1.8. Assumptions of the study 
The study assumed that the respondents were of good eyesight, perceiving 
structures and drawings with reasonable accuracy. It assumed that the 
participating students were willing to learn about the insides of their bodies, 
and were not repelled by the idea of looking at representations of people's 
intestines, stomach, etc. It assumed that students' concentration spans would 
be sustained for 15-20 minutes, and that they were interested in the 
presentations of this top c even when their initial prior knowledge was 
minimal. 
1.9. Delimitation of the research 
The investigation was restricted to 
• students in the age range 10-30 years. 
• human physiology, rather than animal physiology in general. 
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• a maximum of 16 labelled components of the digestive system and its 
associated organs. 
• conveniently available groups in the Western Cape Province. 
1.10. Organization of the remainder of the dissertation 
The next five chapters are arranged as follows-
Chapter 2 elaborates on the literature survey and on the theoretical 
educational frameworks in which the investigation is set. 
Chapter 3 describes the research methodology in detail. 
Chapter 4 consists of the presentation and analysis of the quantitative 
results and a summary of the qualitative findings. 
Chapter 5 discusses and explains the empirical findings and the qualitative 
results. 
Chapter 6 discusses and explains the implications of the findings, 
formulates recommendations for further research and presents conclusions 
to the investigation. 
1.11. Chapter summary 
In this introductory chapter the research problem has been clarified and its 
origin, importance and background have been stated. The aims of the 
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research, key terms, assumptions and variables have been clarified. The 
research approach and its delimitation have been mentioned. 
In the next chapter the relevant literature will be reviewed and the 
theoretical framework for the thesis will be provided. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter is divided into two parts. In part A, a review is presented of the 
theoretical educational frameworks in which the investigation is set, 
followed by a consideration of their implications for the present study. In 
part B, a literature summary is presented of related research findings into 
students' science achievement in different instructional contexts, with 
particular reference to the dependent and independent variables studied iIi 
the present investigation. 
PART A: mEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 
2.1. Instructional programmes in science teaching: Theories of 
effectiveness 
Effective science teachers tend to use a variety of teaching methods and 
instructional programmes, choosing the best for each lesson where possible. 
They keep in their mind the simple questions: "What do I want to teach?" 
and "How can I best teach it?". The answers to these questions will direct 
teachers to different teaching methods and instructional programmes. 
Bruner (1986) described the characteristics of successful instructional 
programmes in terms of the following criteria: 
l 
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• The programmes that will motivate the learner most effectively. 
• The most effective way in which the instruction can be structured to 
enhance learning. 
• The best sequence in which instructional programmes should be 
presented. 
• The feedback and evaluation process. How should an instructional 
programme be evaluated? And how should an instructional programme 
be modified? (Trowbridge & Bybee, 1986: 25). 
The assumption underlying an instructional programme is that it is an 
effective and efficient means to present the material. In order to be effective, 
one should use the appropriate programme for the subject and students, but 
there is no one best prqgramme . 
. 
Wise and Okey (1983: 409) summarized the effects of various sCIence 
teaching instructions on achievement as follows: 
" ... The effective science classroom appears to be one in which 
students are kept aware of instructional objectives and receive 
feedback on their progress toward these objectives. Students get 
opportunities to interact with instructional materials and engage in 
varied kinds of activities. Alteration of instructional material 
occurred where it was thought that the change might be related to 
increased impact ... " 
Implication: Thus, for the purpose of the current investigation, when 
teachers lecture, show a film, use hand-held coloured pictures and models, 
or use computer-assisted instruction, they are using a range of instructional 
• 
• 
• 
• 
........ ,.u .... ' ..... 
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techniques to develop understanding, motivate dHferertt students and help a 
diversity of students to learn science. 
2.2. Theories of motivation in student learning 
Individuals are complex psychosocial systems. Students are simultaneously 
motivated, learn, develop and are influenced by their peers. One of the most 
important conditions for learning is motivation of students. Science teachers 
often ask, " How can I motivate students? " Asking and answering questions 
about the motivation of students help the science teacher to find out the most 
appropriate factors for stimulating students. It is known that there are 
numerous factors motivating students. In Mastery Teaching Hunter (1982: 
5 I) has described several very practical ways to increase students' 
motivation: -
• Level of concern: A moderate level of student concern will probably 
motivate student learning. Science teachers raise and lower the' level of 
concern as appropriate to the educational situation. 
• Feeling tone: How students feel in a situation affects their learning. 
Feeling tone can be thought of as a continuum ranging from pleasant 
through to unpleasant. Both pleasant and unpleasant atmospheres can 
motivate learning. 
• Success: Few things will motivate students like success. To use success 
as a motivator, a teacher must design activities where students will have 
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to expend an effort in an uncertain situation. Success is felt when a 
student has a challenging goal and achieves. 
• Interest: Interest in the learning task increases students' intention to 
learn. Students' interest can change from time to time. Teachers should 
use a variety of instructional programmes. 
2.2.1. Theories of students' motivational differences: 
To make our science teaching more effective, we need to concentrate on 
ways of developing the affective, of giving students a sense of satisfaction 
and personal achievement in their science. For, ultimately, it is not what 
science students know or can do that is important, but what they want to do 
(Woolnough, 1997). 
Research has given important insights into motivational areas (Head, 1985; 
Hofstein & Walberg, 1995; Simpson et al., 1994; Solomon, 1996). We need 
to concentrate more on the students, to find out what motivates them and 
recognize that different students are motivated by different things at 
different stages of their lives. 
Adar (1969) identified four motivational 'needs': the need to achieve, the 
need to satisfy curiosity; the need to discharge' a duty; and the need to 
affiliate with other people. These motivational needs were associated with 
different types of student called 'achiever students ~ 'curious students ~ 
'conscientious students' and 'sociable students'. Each will relate best to 
UDlcer  
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different teaching strategies, leading to different preferences by different 
students (Kempa & Diaz, 1990). 
There is not one, single approach that will motivate all students; what 
switches some students on to science will be the same thing that switches 
another om The more that the motivation can be intrinsic, rather than 
extrinsic, and students find satisfaction in doing science for its own sake, the 
more likely they are to follow it through into a satisfying career (Solomon, 
1996). Just as there are different types of approaches to science, so different 
students will be motivated by different factors. 
Implication: Thus, for the purpose of this investigation, materials have been 
specially selected for their capacity to motivate students, induce a moderate 
level of concern, make the students feel good, enjoy success, expend effort, 
be challenged, and appreciate a variety of choices. 
2.3. Learners' multiple intelligences 
2.3.1. Visual thinking and Gardner's theory of multiple intelligence: 
Gardner (1993: 1-8) conceptualized human potential broadly, and initially 
mapped out the variety of human abilities into seven intelligences as 
follows: -
• Linguistic Intelligence 
• Logical-mathematical Intelligence 
• Spatial Intelligence 
• 
• 
• 
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• Bodily-kinesthetic Intelligence 
• Musicallntelligence 
• Interpersonal Intelligence 
• Intrapersonallntelligence 
According to Armstrong (1994:71-74), Spatial Intelligence particularly 
involves pictures: "the images in one's mind or the images in the external 
world". The three dimensional representation of biological structures is an 
example of images in one's mind. A "picture metaphor" expresses an idea in 
a visual image. "Idea sketching" is using a simple drawing in developing a 
powerful idea. Armstrong's advice to teachers is as follows: 
"Teachers should recognize the value which this kind of visual 
thinking can have in helping students articulate their understanding 
of subject matter. "(p. 73) 
Implication: In the current investigation. modem computer technologies are 
very useful for encouraging or developing visual thinking. For example, 
with computer programmes, students are able to create concept maps, mind 
maps, etc. to generate and clarify ideas. Gardner's theory of multiple 
intelligences can help teachers ensure that they are meeting the needs of all 
their students by providing a variety of activities which draw on all of the 
intelligences, especially two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
visualization combined with linguistic skills of labelling and describing 
selected aspects of the bodily-kinesthetic dimension of human processes. 
I 
. I 
. 
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2.3.2. White's Model of Learning Science: 
White (1988: 26-50) described several memory elements to tie into mUltiple 
intelligences. In fact, memory is just one part of intelligence and is believed 
to be the core of learning. White (1988:28) suggests seven different elements 
of memory to describe the actual learning of science: strings, propositions, 
\ 
images, intellectual skills, motor skills and cognitive strategies . 
In particular, White (1988:29) advocated that images are mental pictures. 
Strings and propositions can be seen as images. Images are not only visual 
but relate to all five senses. At this point what is important is '~the function 
images play in the learning of the science". "People vary in the intensity 
with which they experience imagery ... across senses" and "people visualize 
more readily of words that they hear, talk, read, and think" . 
. Ebezener (1998:8) concluded that, in the process of teaching and learning, a 
synthesis of multiple intelligence and elements of memory provide 
increasing students' achiev ment. The more meaningful the learning is in 
terms of multiple intelligences, the more memorable it is and the more likely 
it will be stored in of the forms listed by White. 
Implication: Therefore, in this study, students are offered meaningful visual 
images of the human digestive system .and memory elements such as 
attachable labels. The intention is that they will develop -their spatial 
intelligence with labelled images as elements of memory. 
l 
l 
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2.4. Theories of how students perceive drawings and objects in 
Science 
Not all students perceive drawings and objects in science in the same way. 
Some students are partially colour blind; others lack depth perception; others 
misjudge the height or width of spaces in door-ways, or of keys in key-
holes; some cannot see blue bunsen burner flames; and so on. Such visually 
impaired students may need learning materials specially prepared to 
compensate for their individual handicaps. Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, after 
Rochford & Archer ( 1991 :71) set out a more detailed theoretical analysis of 
students' visual deficits commonly encountered during science or biology 
practical work, and when using biological images and drawings. 
Implication: For the purpose of the current investigation, a qualitative, 
open-ended response section has been built into the assessment and 
evaluation of students' reactions to the programmes of learning materials. 
The hundreds of students' reactions, final comments and suggestions written 
at the end of their period of instruction, may be classified and analyzed using· 
theoretically structured frameworks such as those presented in Tables 2.1 to 
2.3, and others described earlier in this chapter. However, this investigation 
is concerned primarily with documenting increased levels of student 
achievement and learner performance, rather than with the diagnosis of 
specific learning and perceptual disabilities, disorders and dysfunction . 
. Consequently, applications and interpretations of Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 will 
not be covered in depth in the final qualitative analysis, which is more 
"'''''I''U~ or 
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concerned with evaluating reactions to the programme materials themselves 
as teaching methodologies. 
Table 2.1. Theoretical analysis of a visual perception handicap into possible 
sub-categories of deficits, after Rochford & Archer (1991 :71) 
(a) Visual discrimination problems involve an inability to perceive dominant features in 
different objects and. thus. to discriminate one object from another. A typical visual 
discrimination task involves matchi~g various shapes. designs or objects. Students 
with a problem in this area could exp~rience difficulties with inversions and reversals, 
with subsequent confusion of symbols or diagrams. 
(b) Visual figure-ground problems occur when an object can't easily be distinguished 
from its background. Students with difficulties in this area may experience problems 
perceiving parts and wholes .. 
(c) Visual orientation problems involve position in space. Students with disorders in this 
area usually record difficulties with spatial relations. The ability to perceive the 
positions of objects in space in relation to other objects and to the observer is 
affected. 
(d) Visual form perception problems involve inaccurate two-dimensional representations 
of two- or three-dimensional objects. 
(e) Visual sequencing problems include omissions. insertions or substitutions of symbols 
or connecting parts of diagrams by students. 
(f) Visual memory is the ability to recollect the dominant features of a stimulus item or 
to recall the order of a number of items presented visually. Students with problems in 
this area may have difficulty recognizing geometric objects and symbols accurately. 
(g) Visual constancy problems involve the misinterpretation of changes in size or shape 
or colour. 
(h) Visu~l association and visual closure problems occur when a student is unable to 
identify figures that are presented in fragments, or unable to visualize the missing 
portion of a partially incomplete object or diagram. 
(i) Problems can occur with rate of processing of visual information. 
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Table 2.2. Specific types of learning disability included on all cross 
referencing charts, after Rochford & Archer (1991 :72). 
II. M~mory disabilities (s/Iorlterm) 
Students have problems in recalling on. demand bits of information perceived or 
learned a few moments before. 
I 2. VISual and auditory discrimination disabiliti~s 
Students have problems in recognizing that two separate visual or auditory stimuli or 
patterns of stimuli are the same or different 
1 3• Visual and auditory association disabilities 
Students have problems in relating separately perceived visual or auditory stimuli or 
sets of stimuli to each other. 
I 4. Perceptual-motor disabilities 
Students have problems in recognizing the need for, or in performing. specific eye-
motor behaviours. or relating visual stimuli to motor responses, or motor cues to 
visual stimuli. 
15. Spatial awareness and orientation disabilities 
Students have problems in recognizing or adequately using temporal or spatial 
relationships between objects. 
1 6. Verbal expression disabilities 
Students have problems in communicating intormation to others (either by speaking 
or writing) clearly. 
I 7. Closure and generalization (convergence-divergence) disabilities 
Students have problems in interpolating parts from wholes or extrapolating to wholes 
from parts. 
. 
18. Attending disabilities 
Students have problems in keeping sustained focus of attention on a problem solving 
task over a space of several minutes. -
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Table 2.3. Types of residual problems in learning disabled 
college students and adults, after Rochford & Archer ( 1991 : 73). 
Deficit Areas Auditory and Visual Processing Deficits 
1. Perception and recognition 
A. Auditory Receptive Language Skills .., Discrimination .... 
(Listening Comprehension) 
a) Semantic 3. Figure -ground 
b) Syntactic 4. Memory 
c) Metalinguistic 5. Sequencing 
B. Auditory Expressive Language Skills 6. Analysis and induction 
(Oral Expression) 7. Synthesis, assembly and relational 
a) Formulation 
grouping 
b) Word-finding 8. Visual-Auditory association; closure; Gestalt parts and wholes 
c) Apraxia/Mild Articulation 
problems 
9. Spatial orientation and directionality 
d) Organization 
C. Visual Receptive Language Skills 
(Reading) 
a) Decoding automatically 
b) Comprehension: interference 
c) Rate 
d) Retention 
. 
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PART B: LITERATURE SURVEY: SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT 
( 
2.5. Gender differences in science achievement 
Keeves & Kotte (1996) reviewed sex differences in mean sCIence 
achievement scores in ten countries. They summarized their patterns of 
findings not only in terms of age groups from 10 years to 18 years; but also 
within the major science fields of biology, chemistry, and physics. They 
concluded that clear differences in science achievement occurred between 
10-year-old boys and 10-year-old girls; that these differences widened 
during the years of high school; and that they were greater in the physical 
sciences than in biology .. 
In earlier years surveys of gender differences had been conducted by the 
Department of Education and Science using Assessment of Performance 
Units (APUs) (DES, 1989); by the International Association for the 
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IAEEA) (Comber & Keeves, 
1973); by the USA National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP, 
1978); and by the British Columbia Science Surveys (BCSS)(Habbs et at., 
1979), as reported in Murphy (1991). All the surveys revealed the 
occurrence of sex differences in average level of achievement in science, 
irrespective of science content. Boys outperformed girls across the tests. 
Smaii & Kelly (1984) presented a clear picture of sex differences in science 
achievement, but they aiso proposed a plan of action to tackle the under 
achievement and under-representation of girls in science in the United 
Kingdom. 
l 
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In Nigeria, Erinosho (1994) recorded that some differences occurred 
between boys and girls in their performances in physics, chemistry and 
biology. For example, in physics, 58.6% of girls passed in contrast with 
55.4% of boys. In chemistry, 50.5% of boys and 48.1 % of girls passed. In 
biology, 64.2% and 56.7% of boys and girls respectively passed. 
With few exceptions, boys have been found to outperform girls in science 
achievement measures (Walberg, 1967; Fleming & Malone, 1983; Erickson 
& Erickson, 1984; Howe & Doody, 1989; Levin et al., 1991; and Young & 
Fraser, 1994). 
Walding et ale (1994) compared the performances of boys and girls in the 
Australian National Chemistry Quiz. They concluded that, although boys 
and girls solved some questions equally well, on many questions boys 
outperformed girls. 
In Thailand, Klainin et ale (1987 and 1989) found remarkable sex or gender 
differences in science learning achievement in upper secondary school -
remarkable because girls outperformed boys on almost every outcome 
measure. 
A similar result was obtained in Malta. Ventura (1985) and Agius Delicata 
(1986) found that, in the study of a representative sample of 172 boys and 
224 girls, the girls' performance was much higher th~ boys' performance in 
science. 
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Keeves (1992) compared the results of the first and second lEA studies and 
suggested that, for a few countries, female students outperformed male 
students, particularly in the physical sciences, narrowing the gender 
differences in science achievement. 
2.S.1. What are the sources of gender differences in science 
achievement? 
Many studies have focused on attempting to explain the sex-related 
differences that have been found in science achievement. The attempts to 
explain the gender differences have centered on two opposing theoretical 
perspectives: biological causes and sociological causes of sex-related 
differences in science achievement. The sociological causes appear to have 
wider acceptance in the educational community. 
This was evidenced by Kelly's (1981) statement: -
"But even if a biological contribution to girls' underachievement in 
science were to be established, I do not think that would be the end of 
the story. Biology is not destiny. Society has the option, through 
schooling and socialization, of providing additional training in the 
areas where each individual is weakest so as to produce citizens with 
well-rounded personalities and competencies." (p.82). 
The Science Council of Canada (1984) supported this argument: 
"Some people maintain that there are genetic causes for differences in 
intellectual orientation between boys and girls, and that these 
differences prevent girls from excelling in science. Although this 
theory is not supported by any convincing evidence, it has received 
......... ,"" .... 
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ample pUblicity that may indeed influence parents and teachers. The 
Science Council. however, finds the theory an entirely inadequate 
account for the large disparity in participation rates. 
In the Science Council's views, it is more likely that societal attitudes 
are responsible. The cultural and moral values transmitted by parents 
to daughters from the earliest age tend to tum them away from science 
and technology. Such common actions as giving construction kits to 
boys but dolls to girls reinforce this attitude, and reinforcement 
continues through the school system. Over the years, parents, 
teachers, guidance counsellors, curriculum developers and policy 
makers unwittingly contribute to discouraging girls from studying 
science and engineering and restricting their career 
opportunities. n(p.36) 
Johnson & Murphy (1984) stated that society'S role expectations for men and 
women result in the kinds of differences in the early socialization of boys 
and girls that are reinforced by appropriate role models from real life in the 
media and textbooks and in the hidden curriculum. 
Among Nigerian chemistry students, gender differences were attributed to 
social attitudes, values, interests. aspirations and other cultural practices like 
socialization (Adigwe, 1992). 
Theorists favoring sociological explanations for gender differences in 
science achievement have frequently focused on the classroom process as a 
possible key to understanding the origins of gender differences in science 
achievement (Hacker, 1992). 
They suggested that gender differences in science achievement arose from 
differences in some factors associated with everyday out-of-school activities 
.................... nri()CC~SS s  
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and classroom experiences (Johiison et al. 1983; Kahle et al. 1983; Johnson 
et al. 1984; Johson, 1986; Hoffinan, 1987; Haggerty, 1987). 
Weinburgh (1995) reviewed the literature between 1970 and 1991 to analyze 
gender differences in student attitudes towards science in the parallel 
differences in their science achievement. Her fmdings suggested that males 
might have shown more positive attitudes than females toward science in the 
parallel differences in their science achievement. 
Implication: A gender effect might be expected in this investigation 
because there is evidence from previous studies that gender might be a 
significant variable. 
2.6. Achievement in biology using computer-assisted instruction 
The introduction of personal computers (PCs) into school sCience 
classrooms - and the increasing availability of appropriate software in order 
to explore and develop further ideas, such as curiosity and creativity in 
science (Oliver & Okey, 1986) - provide opportunities for teaching and 
learning. 
Computers have the high potential to enhance teaching in the educational 
setting (Bangertdrowns, Kulik and Kulik, 1985). 
One of the areas of high potential for the use of computers is obviously to 
teach and learn biological subjects. The learning and teaching of biology is 
usually considered a difficult task. Pupils have a set of ideas (more or less 
C!nn,'I.:llTII  10'.."" ...... 
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connected) about the world that they often use to generate explanations in 
particular situations and in response to particular questions or cues (Driver, 
1985). 
Studies by Hughes (1974) and Sasser (1990) showed that the use of 
computers in the instructional process produced significantly greater 
achievement in science and mathematics. 
Lunettta & Hofstein (1981) stated that computers open the possibility for 
better science instruction. 
Woodhouse & Jones (1988) suggested that schools and teachers would have 
to revise their curricula so as to investigate computer use as part of the 
educational activity. 
Hounshell & Hill (1989) concluded that students in a computer-enhanced 
biology class did significantly better on the biology tests, and had more 
positive attitudes toward biology. 
Computer assisted instruction is receiving a considerable amount of attention 
in education, and it can be used not only to inform and entertain, but also can 
also be used effectively to teach students (Ananthakrishnan & McDermott, 
1996; Tai, Tsai and Chang 1999). 
Implication: The literature review adds support for decision to include an 
expensive computer programme in this study as an option. 
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2.7. Achievement in biology usiHg picture -aided instruction 
Thomas (1978:402) drew the following conclusion concerning poster-aided 
instruction use with fourth-grade science students: "The findings appear to 
indicate that the inclusion or exclusion of pictures in elementary science 
does not influence the comprehension of the material." 
Thomas' view reflects the opinions of the majority in the field through much 
of the 1970s. Posters and pictures supported 60% of the science instructions 
(Evans et ai, 1987) because 850/0 of all the messages we receive are visual in 
nature (Doblin, 1980). 
Dwyer (1972:51) designed a controlled experiment in which he investigated 
an illustrated instructional sequence on the topic the heart. Using a variety of 
photographs of the heart in black-and-white and in colour, he determined 
that "all types of visuals are not equally effective in facilitating students' 
achievement by different learning objectives." His statistical analysis 
revealed that students preferred colour in pictures. 
In 1981, Holiday reported another approach to learning, based on picture-
word diagrams, using biogeochemical cycles (oxygen, nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide, and water cycles). He concluded that the picture-word method 
should be supported completely. 
Hayes & Readence (1983) examined the degree of recall from several levels 
of picture-aided instruction in science. They reported that instructions 
depend on pictures because they produce much higher recall. 
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Levie (1987:27) summarized: -
"It is clear that 'research on picture' is not a coherent field of inquiry. 
An aerial view of the picture research literature would look like a 
group of small topical islands with only a few connecting bridges in 
between them. This brings together data and ideas from separate items 
and contributes much to our understanding of the pervasive, versatile 
mode of communication." 
Implication: The literature review proves achievement gains using pictures 
in biology teaching, and it adds support for the decision to include the large 
coloured instructional chart as a programme choice in the current 
investigation. 
2.8. Achievement in biology using models 
Where the objects being taught are 3-D in shape like the torso, it seems 
logical that actual 3-D models might prove to be the most effective 
instructional programme as, found by Bishop (1978). 
Bradley (1981) concluded that there were significant differences in 
achievement in biology, related to the use of different models. 
Isekenegee (1974) found that chemistry students who had been taught by 
models did significantly better than those who were not. 
Implication: The literature review offers preliminary support for the 
decision to include a torso model as an programme choice in this 
investigation. 
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2.9. Chapter summary 
In this chapter the theoretical frameworks and the literature survey for this 
investigation have been presented. In part A, the theory of programme 
intervention, theories of students' motivational differences and theories of 
how students perceive drawings and objects in science have been described. 
The relationships amongst mUltiple intelligences, elements of memory, 
instructional programmes and science achievement have been mentioned .. 
In part B, the effect of gender difference as an independent variable on 
biology achievement has been reviewed. The effects of using different 
instructional programmes as intervention variables in biology achievement 
have been summarized 
Finally, this chapter has pointed out, step by step, how the various aspects 
and fmdings and recommendations from the literature review have been 
used to define and support the shape and design of the present investigation, 
taking their earlier results and suggestions into consideration at appropriate 
points. 
In Chapter 3 the Research Methodology of this investigation will be 
presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHOpOLOGY 
In this chapter the samples, methodology and instruments used in the 
study are presented and discussed. The research methods employed in the 
irivestigation are identified, and the selection of the data-gathering 
instruments and details of the three instructional intervention programmes 
are described. T~e hypotheses to be tested are specified. The formats of 
the proposed statistical analysis and the intended treatment of the data are 
also explained. 
3.1. Population and samples 
Geographically, eight conveniently and randomly available samples -
broken into 30 sub-groups or sessions - were used in this study. The 
overall size of the resultant population was 323 participant learners drawn 
from primary, secondary and tertiary education institutions in Cape 
Town, during the period 1998-1999. 
The nature and characteristics of the samples were as follows: 
• Sample 1 : A randomly available sample of secondary school students 
(N-20) from a middle school science class in Star International High 
School in Cape Town. All of them were boys. 
• Sample 2: A convenient sample of adult students (N=5) from the 
science education post-graduate Higher Diploma in Education group 
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at the School of Education at University of Cape Town. One student 
was male and four were females. 
• Sample 3: A randomly available sample of secondary school students 
(N-16) at a well-established private school in Cape Town. Six of them 
were girls, ten of them were boys. 
• Sample 4: A randomly available sample of Xhosa/English speaking 
secondary school students (N=16) from a biology class in Oscar 
Mpeta High School located in one of Cape Town's informal 
settlement areas. Five of them were girls; eleven of them were boys. 
• Sample 5: A convenient sample of adults students (N=IO) in a 
graduate science education research group at the University of 
Western Cape in Cape Town. Five of them were females; five of them 
were males. 
• Sample 6: A randomly selected participant sample of secondary school 
students (N=55) invited from among the Science Expo'99 visitors to 
the School of Education at the University of Cape Town. Twenty-five 
of them were girls; thirty of them were boys. 
• Sample 7: A sample of adult students (N= II) comprising the primary 
school teacher training group in the School of Education at the 
University of Cape Town. All of them were females. 
• Sample 8: An available sample of secondary school students (N 190) 
from science and biology classes at Islamia College in Cape Town. 
• 3: 
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One hundred and !,,'.enty three of ll;'::lll I\er t gii"ls: 67 of tll~m were 
hovs. Ih.::y panicipatcd in lhe sliJdy 1i1 COllsecutive groups of 10-15 
Snllknts at a time 
Reseal'Ch mcthodology 
3.2.1. Survcy rcsc:lrch method 
The method al'aJlahk for gathenng the inJormatl(l1l for th15 rcsea,ch was 
the simnie random / convenience sumpiillg. Cohen & I\-fanioTl (1995 ,87-
88) stated tllat in simple random sampl ing each member of the populatIOn 
under study has an equal dUUlce of heing ~c1ect~d lor II!.: lllvesligatlOll. 
Some information was gathered by cOllvenience sampling which mvolved 
dj(lo~lI1g the nearest lIldlv,iuuals geogwphlcaJly 10 sene as rcspondents 
and c(llItinuing thm proces~ ul111i the r~qllired sample size had h~ell 
obtained. 
3.2.2. Selection of the topic of illSt ruction 
A lahelled kno\\lcdge of the locat ioll and n[llllCS of the components of the 
hUlll,1]1 lhgcsllve system and its associar~d organs, presented in figure 3.1, 
wa~ ~d~cicd a, the hiology tOplC w teacb and assess. 
Figu,·c 3. 1. Names of lite compo/wilts of lite digesfiJ'e 5Jstelll alld its 
anociated Of Kalis, as labelled. 
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I'S The icipatc 1 t l l l consecuti
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\ r rlll IS C5ea, \\::15
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32.3 . Selection of the !Ire~tcst items 
Initial pilot ~tud ies began with only eight lab els. to sec whether the basic 
research phm wa~ fca~ l b le, workable and undcrstandable. Subsequently, 
16 pre-test items comprised the 16 mi ssing labelled parts of the coloured 
digestive system. <IS presented in figure 3 2. Parts were to be n,mH:d and 
labelled on a photocopied /\--+ size black-,md-white picture by each 
responding pupil who also had access to a coloured one of Similar size for 
clearer reference (See appendices E and n. ThIS wa~ the pre-test measure 
of the jlupils' prior knowledge, each correctly lab elled part of the pre-test 
earning one mark. The maximum possible pre-test score wa~ 16. 
Figu re 3.2. Si.xteen mk~ing labelled purls of the dige.~tive .~ystem. 
3.2--'. Srlection of the post-test items 
TIle same unlabelled parts of the digestive system, presented <IS are-test 
were to be identified and labelled 011 a second blank copy orthe d13gram, 
as in Figure 3.2, and In Appendix F. 
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3. 2.5. S~ k~tio n of the qua Ii (:l t i\'e s u r\'~y q ucs lions 
On t:1C bJCf.: of thc post-test S:lects. Jil reSpO[1(.kl ts \Vnc il1vited to 
compiclc the ope:1-cl1ded seetio:'!s, 1:1 Wh:Cl they ,ksnib~d ii, their own 
IHlrJ.s lil~ 1~:l(Un,s \.,hich !hc\ I :;';~d abow lil~ lCJ.cili:l!2 n~J.!~rials, :lI1d 
t h~ir wggestio:1S for llllpnl\;:lg thc:]1. :\ copy of this slIncy respol1se 
Figure 3.3. Opell-elldet! qun/iol1l1l/ire 
" • .,." ,';,'"m< 
,h' "0' mol." [< ... 1< 
10 wbidl ""001 "d .. h;,h "d,." """ c.",,,I>', """d1 
'n" i. ",., boo" "" "' , rn Ii,o, Md.".,. Xbou. <I.,," 
CO\I\I[",TS 0", t:\STRl-CT IO\ \L PR()GRX\I~I[S 
,\_" UKII PROGII' ""Ie no" \ 0\ C':!OO-'!..Ic,_,,",,,,r, To,," 0' p""", ,n""!ll" 
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.1.2.6. Details of /li e ins tru ction al inlCrn! nfion lIIedia 
t i) Detai ls v f t he huma n lOr.;u as fh e fi.·s f inSI nu:tivnal prOJ:n mme 
uption "vail;lhl e 
.~ photograph of/he lif,-sizi.' ~lssel11b l ed and art icul ated tor~o l11odl'! nflhe 
hllnllln digestive S)5-Il'lll is presented in Figure 3.4. Att;tchahlc lah(ls were 
pro\·iued. 
Figure 3.4. Ton I) //Iodd (If flte i"ter lll" flllllUIil sy.\tcms. 
3. .  i  i l ll    f  :1 1  fe r\'t!  t i ('  
l elail.~ o  I :ur to sO:lS lit r l sl lclio J!r.un c
o a c
A r  t fc e as m l l\ n r lc l l o 'l o
um,1ll r sy -tl'm n: r r ) ,.l lI ;!{' :t d \\cn: 
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(ii) Details of the coloured pictures and lahel.~, as the second 
instructional programme option a\'ailablc 
A black >ind white reproductlOn of the coloured hand-held ~olollred 
picture (a chart meilsuring 12()x2()O cm ) of the human dige stive system, 
as an insITUctiomd med llllR i~ presented ill f igure 3_5 
Figure 3.5. Hand-held coloured picture oj the humufl dige.Hil'e system. 
(iii) Details of the computer programnle as the- third instructional 
programme option available 
The compUler programme, prepared as a Microsoft Power Pomt 
Presentation programme, presented the human dige~live system 's 
graphi~s in a Pentium 133-1aptop computer. It WilS utilised by Ule sllnplc 
repetitive pressmg of a slllglc key in the classroom ~vherc there were 
students who chose the computer as an instructional programme. 
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,' .J. TrraTment of the data and sr lr('lion nf Ihr stati st iral nH' th ods of 
an;llysis 
Tlt e daw was obl:lined h om 323 panicipanl,jc;mlers in Care To,, )) du ring 
1998· 1999 O\CI a period of 30 sessions. 5-1,~ p\lpiis:1I a lim ... : . 
;\..\. 1, Numbrl'S or p:lrt iripants dloos ing ,'"dl of t hl' Ihn' l' o l' li.m,,1 
lCachinl! ml,thods 
1 Cl bl .;!~ o t' hcaJeoLlilts and h i slOgr~ llt S \\'i ll be presented to il l u s l r ~ tc the 
di s trib tlti on ~ of choices ao:cordil1g to gender, as a ll lnuependem \': Iri:!b lc. 
anJ ac.ndcmic ach ic\'cment 
Chi-~qu3te lests will (>c used 10 es:~bl i ~h \\hcthcr signilinmt di(fcrcnces 
cxist between the r<': sponsc Ircquclll'~ pallern~ oflhe \ arious sub-groups. 
] .3.2. Prc-tr st to posl-f('st score irnpru\, ('nl cnts 
I- tests ;I!ld/or ANOV A ( ror 110n-normal distrib utions) wi ll be used to 
eSlabli~h whether dlfferen\ groups' mc::m Icst score impro\'ements were 
significllntly g rc:!Ier using ei;her lhe comru:er or Ih<': to rso or Ihe hand-
held colourL-d pictures and labels: ;md also \I·ith r<':spect 10 gender. 
Dm.l II ill be al1a lysed and interpreted to support or rej ect the hypothcscs 
.lnd .ln ~wcr the various rese:irch quest ions. 
C HM'T[I( .l: RESEAI(CH I\I[TI-IOnOI.Or.y 
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3.3.3. Qualitative filldillgs 
Th i ~ ~~cti()n will catL'g(1ri~~ ;JnJ Slllnlll;Jris<: the main sllgg~stion ~ I11:lJe hy 
the 323 respondents fo r Improving the Ihre~ in~trllC!i()nal mlerventioll 
programmes. It will also :lIl~ ly,e :Ind summan~e the 1l\~1rl (e~tLlres 
,,-cknowlcdged to be ~olllmendabIc by the respondents. 
A qu,,-litative r~port also \villlx' ~ up~)li~J on tk bL'havioural intcractlOns 
whil:h w~r~ record~J for m~mbns inter;Jcting \\ith tlw Ill"-kriah within 
each l't"tlle three groups. 
fo llowing dlflpll'r 4 (rewlrs fll1djimlillgs) . a more detailed JiSl'll~,i(1n of 
the ql1antit;Jtiv~ and qual itative Ilnding~ will be presented in Chapter 5 
n n
i tio il l gori a d ~l ml a s ~ S\ ~ l d  
 lC!io int n
r~m . <1n ~ ~ mari l1
acknowled c mm le
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ClIAI'TER J: RF:SF.ARCI-II\IETHODOLOGY 
3.4. Nullilypothese, 
rhe lollol',;ing null h)rx'these~ "ill hL' lestcd:-
Sull /Il'l'()(he.l"i~ I: Programme dloicl!s"y fhe 323 p(fl'{icipulII/carncrs 
Th ere will he IIIJ .\·Igm/icun f dl/Jel"cnce "erween fhe /i'eqllellcies oi/ree 
choices of" rhe rliree insfl"llC"lionu! JlI"ogrumme opfir)lls bv fhe 323 
punic Ipalll.'i. 
"'/Ill Hrporh e l'is 2a: Progrilllll1le choices hy 17'Jfclllllle Icarners 
There lI,i/1 be 110 sigmf icullt dtjierence be/1H'en rhe ji"eijuencies of choices 
of the three instrucrlollal programme optioJ1s umong [he 179 female 
learners 
,VillI Hrpofheyis 2b: Programme choices hy the 144 mille learners 
Th ere will be I /O sii;l1Ificul1l dljf"erencel between Ihel /i"eijuencies ole/wiees 
of the lir"ee mstl"1lCliOilai proi;ramme options alll()ni; [he 144 male 
leamer.\". 
NIIII /IrporitesiY 311: Compllter graphic choice {lml gender 
771ere wi!! bel 110 slgmticam di[f"erence hetween the /i"equencie.\· r!( choice 
or avoidance (!( [he computer graphic as 011 inslructionaimethod iJ}' [he 
179jemde and the 144 mule !earllers. 
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Nufl J-/rpnthesis 31i: /lfllld-hdd coloured pielllre c/ioice {lIId gender 
[f,ocr!' "'Iii be nu slgl1[1icant difference betwcen Ihe FequCllcies O(Ch0{[,( 
ur avuidance u/t/Ii! ,i'./I"ge frond-held c%ured /'Ielill-e us un ins/rucfiunal 
sln/legy b\' {he] 79Ielllo!t> and rhe ! 44 mule /eurnc'l"s 
1fl'pul"e~is .Ie: rono ('hoice alUi genlier 
There H'i!! be 110 sigmfin!>!/ d [(ferencO! he/ween !I'e jiTt]UEIlCieS uf chula 
Of avoidalicE of Ihe /()nn as (Ill instructional In!'dwI>I hy the }79 female 
allli [he j.j.j lIlail! learners 
Null flrpo/hesi.\' 4: Achierl'mellf gaill5 hy tile 323 participant learners 
irrespective of iIiS/I'IiC/i()/W/ programme chosen, Ihe learners' mean pre-
lest to. post-leSI gains in uchi'et'emenl scure.' wifl nnl he I'lxni/icalll 
Hrpothesis 5(/.' ,1chiel'emel!( gain,~ by the li9/emllle lellrners 
Irrespective uf illSfrllctiOl1a/ programme chosen, rh f' j;Y femalf' learners' 
m f'aH prf'-tf'H 10 [i0sl-Iest ;.:aillS in acliievemellt scores will 110t be 
,I' la lis ticaflv ,I' ign i/i cam 
I\'ull HrpOlhesis 5b: Acflif'I'emenr gains by the 144 mille learnf'r.\ 
Irrespective uf il1Sfructimw/ prograllime chusen, the 144 male learners' 
mean pre-lest t() pust-rest gains in achievement scores will Hot he 
statisrlcalfY.l'ig!1(ficant, 
LI ~A~P TLE~R~3~'LR~I~:S~I' :A~I~"~' H ' ILE~TLII~(L)~D~O I .O (~;L\ ~~ ~
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• 
,CLH~A~P~T~E~R,3~'~R~E~S~E~.A~R~C~. H~'~lE~lU·1~1(~)~D~()~L~O~r~;\L' ____________ -,45 
Null HFcothe~is 5c: Pre-test score~; post-test scores and (/cilie,'cmellt 
gllim hy XCI/ria 
Compared uccordmg ro gem/cr. rhere )',II! iJe JlO significant difference 
ber1l'ccn males' und iem,,/es' pre-le;;1 scores. post-reSI scores and mean 
achievement gat/IS_ 
.Vullllvpothe.lis fin: Gender and acilievement gains by slur/ellfs IlIking 
the ,"omputer graphic c/Joice 
Female and /JIule plipiis' menn pre-resl 10 pa5l-leSI gains ill achievemC!1/ 
scores under the ('ampwer grophic choice will not he sign(ticul1lly 
dif(ere!11 
Sufi JJl'polhesis 6h: Gender lind IlchiCI'I!mell1 gaill\' hI' picture choice 
Fern,,/e and m,,/e pllpils ' mean pre-lest 10 posr-rc!d goil1s in uchie.'emenl 
scorf'S hv piellire c/roice ",if/,wl he siglllf/cunth' iilfJi!renl. 
.. Vul/ Ilr{lofhcsis 6e: Gender lind ilchie\'clncnt /:llins hy torso choice 
Fem"le and male pupil.I·' me,,11 pre-lest /() p()st-Iest gains in achievemenr 
scores by lorso choice will nor be sigllUicantly differel1l. 
~ L ""R~3~'~R~E~S~E~ .•~\R~C, H~' 1~E~1~·1~1(~)~D~()~L L ~\'  - -'
~ oll
{/
/el . I i
wee o -iesl t-l st
U ls . 
 llll t . h l' ll r/cnr.1 t l  
co
a l SI osi i sl  n ievement
c  ! i ll
f ! t
.v l /rpothesi.\ clerl/ iel'l! ll!II y
mu ils  est " t
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CHAPTER]: RFSFARCII \,IETIIODOLOGY 
Sufi IIrpothe.li.\ 7: f'ost-testjina! performance ,\("ore.l wilh respect to 
prO{:flllllllle c/wh'eI' IIl1d gellder 
That no Slalisllcufiv sig l1l/icallt differellces will occur omong the post-test 
scores oilile SiX slIh-grrmp.1 ddined hl' !Ji'ogrOl11l11e clioice olld gender, 
NIIII Hrpolltesis 8: (})'erall posl-resr/iJ1{/! performance scores ul1der 
tltree different progflllllllll'J 
Compared accordillg 10 l7rogrammf: chosen, ,1/1(' rhr/?/? grOll!7.1' of 
particrpalJl leamer.l' mean post-teSi ;/nd performance score, \t'il! 1I0t be 
slgnijicaml,v d~(ferentfrolJl each other 
3.5. Pilot trials of the materials and programme instructions 
Rehearsals were uscd to check whether South African students speah:ing 
diffel'ent home: bngUJ.ges would he abJc Lo unde:rst:md the: ino;tructions 
and rrocedure of the tests, Pilot scudie'i I,ere e~lTled out on a randolll 
sampk of \'olumeers in Cape Town in 109R using only eight labelled 
corrmonents of the digeslive sySlem bd<xe devdoping the longer 
assessment instrumellt :md qucstionnaire, Then another prlot study' 
followed. wilh eXlensive e~ploratof)' discussion lO lime and check the 
measuring instrumcnt and queslionnain; for eompl'chcnsibility', dliciency 
and pl'ecision, 
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3.6. Data collection 
The data I .... ere collected by the pre-test. l:lter:entio:l treatment and re-tesl 
method as ~ ran o(normal classroom leSS{lns. These WCfe adnlinistrated 
by the reseal-clter with the h~lp of e:lthusi ast ic ilild informed colleagues at 
the sdected ir.stilUlions_ 
Af\~r mentio:ling the- purrose and proce-dure 01' th~ study (assessment. 
optior.s. instructior.sl, participa:lts \\ere given the pre-test comprising 16 
items to bhei, in order that they should disclose their prior knowledge. 
i,e. what they aiready knew, They were told that, if they knew nothing, it 
didn't matter. With access to the- more expe:lsi\'e- coloured form of the 
pre-te-st (Appe-ndlx Et the 323 partiCipants labelled the items themsekes 
on their much cheaper hlack ane white rhotocopied versions oC the pre-
te-st (Appendix Fl, It took nine minutes, on average. for ~ class to 
complete the rre--ksl. 
After flnishir. g the rre-test. all participants then Creely chose one of three 
instruction~1 programmes on OrfeL The lhr~e instructional progr~mmes 
were organised and presentee serarate ly on three eifferen\ desks: torso. 
coloure-d pi(.:ture- and computer graphic, Particlp~mts observed and 
investig~ted the three displayed programmes, then chose one ol'the-m. 
The participants rece i\ed instructions according to their chosen lemlling 
progr~mme-. and tlten the-y practised and labe-lle-d the sixteen parts of tlte 
digestive system \hems~lve-s. Th~ school students in particul~r typically 
expressed excitement about their participation in the- exercise. 
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After tlnishing the: instructional intervention section, studenls rencctcd on 
their task accomplishcd. They looked lypically vel)' happy, pleased and 
satistied. The: instructional intervention phase took a tolal of 12 minuks, 
on average. 
Finnlly, the: post-tcsts (Appendix F) were given to all participants as the 
re-test. Again they labelled the: 16 items on 11 blank fresh diagmm page. It 
took approximately six minutl:~, On the: back of the post-test sheet there 
was a questionnaire evaluating the programme: of study . .\10st studenls 
compktcd the: questionnaire and wrote; thcir comments, ~uggcstions and 
recommcndaljollS. 
Administration oflhe whole- study took 25-30 minuks for each session. 
The data were entered ~nd stored usmg the compllter software 
programme Microsoft Otlice Excel (Appendix B), and data were 
imported to the Statistica programme for statistical an~lyses. The data file 
w~s ~nalys~d using figures and tables according to the statistical 
distributions. 
3.7. Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the samples engaged in the investigatioJl have been 
described, and the instruments llsed in this survey have been explained. 
The hypotheses to be tested, the proposed methods for tre~tment of the 
data, the statistic~1 methods se!ccted, and the inteJlded data collection 
procedures h~ve been described. 
The results alld jil/(Jings of the res~arch study now follow in Chapter 4. 
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RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
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(HAPTEl{ 4: R[Sl'LTS AND FT\,DI:W; S 
CHAPTER 4 
RESL'L TS A\,D FINDINGS 
In this chapter the results ~Il\i ~~1l1limgs me presented with iigures ~Ild 
t.lbles. and lill.; h) pothese~ arc tested <lnd <In.llyzed. 
The ,'hapter i ~ divided into two parts. Pal1 t\. the fllI:mtitativc findin gs, 
presellls the signifi,'alll differences found between various sub-groups of 
lhe 323 participant le~Hner:<;, In part B. an analysl~ and summary of the 
qmlJit:ltiH finuin:.:s are pre~enled . 
PART A; I']{ESE,,'TATION OF TilE Qll..\ ."\TITATIVE Fl.\DINGS 
-u. Testing of the h~pothcses 
HI'pllfhesil J.' Programme ellOiee,1 by the 323 pllrticipalll!carnCfs: 
The null hypolhesis tint IIli're Hill he 110 slgn(iicoJlI difference bi'f1l'een 
rlie(i"equellciu of' Foc" "hoieD' of'liI" Ihra illSil"llclionui programJlJi' 
option.I is rejected. 
Figure ..J. I shows that 14 1 of the 323 learners (43.7%) chose the computer 
graphic as their prefern:d instruUion<l1 ml:thod: 61 of the 323 kamers 
t 18 9'~-;) preferred the hand-held co loured picture as their instructional 
medium of free choice: and 121 of the 323 lcarnl:rs (37.4(~/o) llptl:d for thl! 
torso as their learning strategy, 
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ClIAPTER -I: REStL TS A:\U FI\fIHNGS 
Figu rc -1.1 rl-equencies of choices of the threc instructional programme 
options by thc 3::3 lcimlCrs. 
t·~lIi~ij"fO~'~"~"~'~"~'~C~"~O~'C~'~'liil~~ t o'J r '" I m- I ~ 1 ')J r 
'0 I' j]
" 
" C 
«"""'" .. "". 
50 
r able 4_1 prcscnts :h~ chi-sql::trc ~ll1a lysi s oj' thc dist:- ibuti on frcqucnclcs 
of responses d~p i ctcd in r igllr~ ";_1, assuming In ~\peCl~d ~qual 
dislribution oi'rcslXlllses to th~ thrce programmc options by 3:::'3 learners, 
Table 4.1 C!li-sqlwre JnJlysls of the 323 responses to a free choice of 
tlw thrce instruction:J.1 prog!":J.mme options. 
~.-~-- -
-OPTION OlJ,crn' d E,p"~I"d , 0 -E (0 -EV II:: 
Compute,- dlOin :~l 109 
" 
IO,OB 
-- -- ---
Pic(UI"c ~h()i~c 6i 107 
-" 
18,09 
-
- -- -
-
-------
---_ ... 
rorso thoin' : -"-1 t08 1 3 1311 
--
--_._" 
Sl l'\ l .i23 00 ~y,- () Of) 29.73 
'--- -- - --- - - -
Chi-sq ua rc=29. 73 df=2 p == .000000 
Thus, there is a stat istically hi ghlv signlflcJnt dijTcr~nc~ h~tween the 
frequencies (1[ choices of thc three instructional programm~5 by the-
samplc of 3::3 learncrs, in favo ur or the computcr and, to a lesser degree. 
in favour of the torso (1ption. 
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l/roo/i1 esi l :!a: Progrllmme (' hoiccs by J 79felllllie lell rna.l: 
The ~lLlII hypothesis th~t filere )', i/i be! 110 sigmjicwll dWerence between 
. lire /i-eqllfJ1C"ifs of c/roices or Ihe Ihree insl1'1Ielloll0/ programme opflons 
among ilre j"9femaie teumer\' IS n:jeckU. 
Figurc 4.~a show~ that 70 of the 179 fema le learners chose the computcr 
graphic as thcir prcfcrrcd illstruclio'lal method; 37 of the 179 fcm;lic 
learners sckcted the ha'ld-hcld coloUlwi p i ctu :\~ CIS their illstruction;ll 
me[Jlum of free chOice; and 72 of the 179 fe mal e karnel"s opted Cor the 
torso a~ their learning ~trategy , 
FiCLI rc .t.2a Frequenci es of choices of the three instructional p:"ogr;lmme 
option~ by the 179 Cell1:lle leal'llers 
FEMA LE PR OG RAMME CHOICES 
Table 4.2a pn:scl,ts thc chi -square an;l l ys i ~ of thc di~tributio 'l fre q uencies 
of respOllses depiued i'l figurc 4 ,:2 a, ;lssuming 'I~l expeued cqual 
distribution of re~pollses to the tkee programme options Dy 179 female 
learne~s, 
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CHAPTER.f: IH~SLLTS A:\ il FI'iDIW;S 52 
fable -I.2a Chi-square anal ysis of thl: 179 iemail: responses to a tr~e 
cho i c ~ of the three instructiona l pl'ogwmme optiolls. 
~_OPTlO:"J Ob,ernd J_ Expected 0 E (O - E)"/£ , 
~~~-~'.-i Computer choil'e '0 ; 60 ,- I 0 I 6~ 
-
Picture choicl> ]~ 59 ~ " 8,20 I --
Tor,o choice - , 00 i l2 2 40 
I 
- I 
SrI\-1 ! 1 ~ 9 179 0,00 12.2 '7 , 
""-- ~-
Chi-squarc= 12.27 df=2 p = .002 
rhus. there IS a stati st ical ly highly si~nilje:lT1 t difterence ber,H'en the 
frequ enc ies of cho ic~s of the three instruc tional progr ::unmes by the 
sample of 179 fema le !camers. In Llvour of both th" torso and comrut~r 
options, 
Hrporltesis 2b: Programm£' choice ~ by rhl' 144 II/ule Il'urllf'n: 
The null hypOlhesis tha t Ihere llii! he JlO sign!iicailr dl(terence berween 
the frequencies of choice" of the lhree instructiolw l progmmme options 
among the /./--1 male learllers is rejected, 
Figure 4.2h shows that 71 0'" th~ 144 IlJa le kamers chose the computer 
graphic as their prckrred instruction::!l method; 2--1, of the 144 male 
learners prekrred the h::!nd - h~ld coloured picture as their instructional 
medium of free choice:; and 49 of the 144 male learners opted for the: 
torso as their learning strategy. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESU LTS AN n FT '\ DI N(;S 53 
Fh: urc 4.2b Frequencies of choices of the three in~trllction:ll progrJl1ll1le 
option~ by the 14.:flllaic Ie~mers . 
MALE PROGRA~'M" CHOICFS 
fJble 4.2b presents the chi-square analysis lIf th\: distribut ion frequ\:IKies 
of responses depiCled in Figure 4,:':h. assuming <111 \::\pected equal 
distnhUlion or responses tll tile llnee programm\: options by 144 Illale 
leamers_ 
Ta ble 4.2b Chi-square analysis of the ].J4 male respon~es to the free 
choices ofth\: three instructional programme opt ions, 
OPTIO:-'- , O h,crved E~jlcctcd 0- F, (0" Er IE 
, 
- -
, Compute.- dlOi,,~ -' ! , ~ -,~ i II,l12 1-- ._" Pic l u r ~ ch" ice ,;--! 
" 
, -24 I 12_1X1 
ronn choice 
" 
'H ! I (l.l12 
--- T - , - -23.11--l -ISUI - -- l-H 144 i (l,Ul) 
-- --
Chi-sq uare= 13.04 IIt= 2 Jl == .0002 
Thus. there is a stJti~tically highly sign ilkam difference between the 
frequencies of choices of the three inSlrUCliol1JI programmes by the-
sample of 144 male leamers. In fJvour of th~ computer option and away 
fron1 the picture optiol1, 
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CIIA,PTER 4: RESliL TS ANI) FINJ)I';(;S 
HI'po/llesi,' 311: Computer graphic dwicc 11IIt! gender: 
The IlUi! il~ pOlilesis that Ih crc 11';// bc 110 liignificam dlffercncc berween 
Ihe trcq!lcllcic,\' of ChOiCC,l' OJ COII/p IIIC r gropilic liS a/1 inSll'1lctiol1of 
method hy tlic ! 79fcmaic and I/:ol /.j.j ma/e Icam ers is supported. 
Figur~ 4,3.:1 shows that 1--11 learners out ot' 3~3 cho'ic the compUkr. Of th~ 
fema les. 70 out of 179 selected thc COlllpUkr; ofth~ l11alcs, 71 out of 1--14 
chose the computer. 
Figu rl' --I,Ja Fr~qu~ncl ~s o f choic~ of the cOl11puter by I 79 fCl11Jlc ;mJ 
80 
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FEWILE 
r.:lhk --I.3J pr~~~nts the chi-square ~lll.:l IY'ii'i of th~ f~m.:ll~ and melle 
respons~ distri bUlion lrequencies of respons~s with respect to choosing or 
J\'oiding th~ aVJJiJb lc computer opt;OI1, 
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CH A PTER ... ; I{ ESl ILTS AN I) F1 '\ IH NGS 55 
Table .... 3a Chi-square (2x2 wble) analysis oflhe response frequen(';ies of 
male and fem:de learners (0 choos ing or a\ 'oiding the computer option, 
Lt'omrutcr option , 
~ 
~ ~ .. -_. -
Cho, ell A\oiueu Total 
I F'em" lf ! 70 109 179 
- Male -I'" 71 •• I 1·1 .. 
" 
Total I I ' . 1 
; 1 S2 :,23 
Chi-squa re= 2.92 df= 1 p = .08 ... 7 
Thus. there IS no statist ica lly significant dift~rence helween the responses 
of tem:des and males in respect 10 ehoosrng or <l\ oiuing the com pUler 
option for instruct ion, 
H vpothesis 3h: Hlil/d-heid c%l/red picture dlllia lind gender: 
The null hy pothesis that illCre 1,i/f be 110 signUicdnl dljlerence hetween 
Ihe ji-eql!el1cles ot cI'Oiee 0/ fWl1d-l!cld coloured picillre as an 
imHllcliol1ai simiegy Ii ;. Ihe J79 jellia/e and Ihe /./4 male fedl'llers is 
surpm1ed, 
Figure 4,Jh shows lh al 6 1 leamers out Dr 323 chose the pi cture. Of lhe 
fema les, 37 out of 179 selected the picture; of the males, 24 out of 144 
chose the picture. 
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CHAPTEH~: HESULTS ANI) FL\DJ\'(;S 56 
Figure ~.3h Frequenc lcs o l' choice of the large plctur~ by 179 female 
learners and 144 Ilwlc kamers, 
" 
" 
, 
.. 
" 
" 
Tab le 4.3 b presents the chi -square analysIs of the female and nHlk 
response distribution frcquenc ies Ivith respect to choosing or avoidlllg the 
availab le picture option. 
Table 4.3 b Chi ·square- (2x::' table) analys is or' lhc response tl'c quencies of 
male and female lcarnns to choosin g ()[' :J.voidin g the- picture option . 
. -P-'-,-[u' ,~e-~c,c"c,c"c"---'--'(":hC,C"C,C,,--'--"C,C,,,c,,",c,,"----"rc,,c"""--
"I cFc-"-,,c,-,-'----~----C, ~C. ---+-~>~~2-··---- 17') I 
CI"~lC:c~~"'----------c:~,' ---.. c_-_~~~~;";"~==_-. " .. ~-, -,==:_,cc:~ 
Cbi-square 0.3'7 df=l II = 0.54 
Thus, the-re is no statistically SigIllfic;lJlt differencc hetween tile responses 
of females and ma le-s in respe ct to cJloosing or avoiding the picture option 
for instruction, 
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CHAPTF.R 4: RESULTS A,'\l) FlNnr"llGS 57 
Hrnorll esis 3c: Torso clloice 1lIid gender: 
The null hypolhe~ i ~ tllat there will he no significant difference he/ween 
theFeq/./encies of choice oj'tOI'SO as all tnSlruclional medium by the 179 
jetllale and the 144 male learners is supported. 
Figure 4.3c shows that 120 kamers out of 323 chose the torso. or the 
femHlcs, 1'2 out of 179 selected the torso: of the milks, 49 out of 144 
chose th..: torso. 
Figure -I .. k lTequcncies of !;hoi!;e oflhe to)1;O by 179 fem~le lerlmers 
and 144 mHle leHillers . 
TORSO CHOICE AND GENDER 
Table 4.3(.: presents the chi-squHre mlHlysis of the remale Hnd male 
response distribution freqUelKies with respect to choosing or avoiding the 
~vrlil~ble torso option. 
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CIIAI'TER 4: I~ESliLTS AND FINIHN(; S 5S 
Table 4.Je Cht-SqllJI'l' :lllil lys is of th e r-e: spol1se f:'t'qut'ncit's of nwle: and 
i'e:mJk le:arnns (0 choosing or avo iding Ihe: lDrso o ption_ 
'l-"rso option ! '-~---+---=---+~~+---~--~' hmlllc 7~ : 07 179 
\H)idrd rota I 
! 1\131" 144 
T"tal 120 
~. . ______________ L-___________ ~ 
Chi-sljuare= 1.]4 df=1 p = 0.25 
I·hu~ . the re: \S no sta li sticJlly s tgnlticant difti:re nclO hetwee n the responses 
offlOmales and maies In respect to choosing or avo iding the (Orso option 
for instruction. 
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HrpOlhesi\ 4: ilchiel'eme/1f gllillI hy rhe 323 plirliciplIlll/ellrllcrl: 
The null hYPOlh~sis tl::ll irrespc('u .... e 1.1/ ,'IIS/I'Ui.'Il()/wi rrogralJlme chosen, 
i/n' learners ilium pre"i<'SI 10 [x)SI- les / guins_ UI ac!/ii'l'e/IICIII scores wi!! 
Figure 4.--1. sho,,> '-ha'- the pre-leot mean 1S :' .78 and the posHest mean is 
11.03 O:Jt ofc,ixt~en The 111e~11 pre-test to pOSH~st score incre~,e is 7 . .25. 
figure ~.4 lvleans of the rj'~-'-e~t >co re~. lhe poq-tcsi s~or-~~ and t'-le pre-
kst to pOsl-l~SI ~cor~ 'Il(:rease~ by 323 pl1I1icipant iearner-~. 
14 
12 
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4 
2 
o 
ACHIEVEMENT AVERAGE 
M~Mj 
SCOF,E 
t,.'EM' 
SCOR~ 
OF HE ~'EM, 
INCR~ASE 
'\ole: A~OVA and t-I~,;t cak:Jialions a';~llme that distnblitlOns of data 
have approximately equal variances, and are appro"imat~ly nonmll. This 
assumption of normality appl i~s to th~ pr~-kst ocores, but not necessarily 
to the post-lest scor-es_ J lo\\,'ever, inspection ~lone shows that the size of 
the average incr~as~ in achi~\'ement is both consid~rahle, and appr~ciabk 
in te rms of actual performance by Ihe lc~rnn,;_ 
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Table ~A presents the t-teSI an<llysis or tlie pre-test to post-test g<lins in 
achievenwn( scon.'s depicted In ti gll re ~.4. hy the sample of 323 
parll crpant learners. aSSlltlllng approximate Ilormalitv ill the dislrlhlllions 
of their scores. 
Table ..... t-test analv~is of the 3:3 participant learner~' mean prc-tcsllO 
post-test gains in <lchievemem \core~ 
(I-test fo r two sets oC dependent data) 
~.~~--. ---
Variable :'olean I-value 
~1.62 
7,25 I 
t-v:lluc=41.6 df=322 p - .ooooon 
Thus. there i, :l. st~t i slically hi ghly slgnitic<lnt Improvement in the 323 
part~cipant karner~' pre-l<:st 10 post-test :Jch~e \'ell1l;nt scores. 
Hrporhesis 5(/: Aehiel'elllellf gains by ,fie J 79 female learners; 
The null hypothesi s lhat. irrespective o/ Illstructionai programme chooen. 
the j 79 lemale learners' mean pre-lest ro poor-reor gams in achievement 
scores will not be stattsrleal/,'>' o[gnjf/cant is rejected. 
Figure 4.5a shows that the 179 female kamel's' pre-test mean is 5. II and 
lhl;ir POSl-tl;st mean is 1426 out of sixteen. The mean pre-tesl to post-test 
score increase is 7.92. 
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Figure .f.5a jl...le~lls of the pre-test scores. tl -e pOSI-lest sc()rc~ and the pre-
kst to poSt-tesl score illCl"eilSeS b\ 179 jem~le learners_ 
FEMALE ACHIEVEMENT (N=1HI 
•• '''ST 
""" 
' CO"' 
'OST TeST 
"'" 
'CO"' 
"'"", -UO, Of 
'" ~'" 
,"0""" 
T~ble 4_5J prlOsenlS the t-test JnJiysis ()J"the [79 icmale Ic~mers' meJn 
pre-l cst t() P()st-test gains in achilO\ellllOtl1 ,cores depicted 1Il figure 4.5a. 
assuilling n()rmality in thc distributi()11 orlhelr scores, 
Table ..t.~a Hcst ~nJlysis of the 179 female Icanlers' meill1 pre-lest to 
post-test gains 111 ach ie\'cment score'. 
[t-test filr 1\\'0 sets () f dcplOndlOI11 dal<.!) 
,\han S I) , 
I''''-h''' [ 7') I Po,t_ ;;~,-- [·+.26 2._,1 
I ::: L 
~--
t-valuc= 3..tA6 df= 17S 
1·, ,,1<,,, ---I 
, 
.14 --16 
p= .00000 
Thus. there a stmistically highly sigl1 ificam improvlOll1em in lhe 179 
female learners' pre-test to POSI-kst :Jchievell1ent scores. 
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if)'fIl!lheIiI 5h: Acflic l'cII1cI11 J:a iJn hy lite 144 1111111' lellrl/en: 
The null hypothesis tl1m. irrespeClin' 01 IIIslrllClio!lal progl"UlJllne chosen. 
Ihe /.j.j male learne!'s' meal1 pre-lest 10 pOSI-IC~1 gaiHs ill achieremcm 
"UiI'D' Hi I! HOI he s tal is I ieal r.' ,I' 'gn dicUlii is rlOj lOctcd, 
Figure ·+,5b shol\'s that the 1,+--1 male learnns' pre-lest mean is 5 ,08 and 
their post-test :nean :s 1 1 52 out of sixkell. The mean pl'e-test to post-tesl 
score increase is 6 --13 
Figure 4.511 \kans ortk pre-lest SCOI"CS. post-test scores ~Ild the 
prlO-test \0 post-test SC orlO i :lCl'e~ ses by 144 male lc~unel"s . 
MEAN 
SCORE 
MALE ACHIEVEMENT IN~144) 
MEAN 
S COR E 
TH E ME A N 
INCREASE 
Tahle 4.5 b prlOslOn,s the t-test ~na lys i s or the 144 male kamers' me~n pre-
test to post-test gains in achievement scores depicted in iigUl"e -J,5b, 
assuming Jpprox imate normality in the diSlributions oflheir scores. 
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rahlc 4.5 b t-test analysIs of the 1·14 Illale learners ' mean pre- test to 
post-test gJins in Jchie\'em~nl scores. 
(t-test fo r 11\0 s ~ts of ricpclldcnt d~t~i 
Vadable I _\ Iean , SD , t ' -ai uc 
Pr~--' <" (rna,. of 16) I -',OR 1,49 '" 
PO'H"" (rnH. "r 1(,) 11 .52 ~1 .5 0 1-+4 ~ - -7 c),) . 
, , 
--
Moan ooilino",o" , "o ro go in 
; 
643 , 
, 
\44 
t-va lu c=25.57 df= 143 r = .000000 
Thus. there is J stJtistically highly signiiicant improvcment in till' 1-14 
ma le learners' pre-leslto post-test achievement scores. 
" W I//hesis 5f: Pre-test and post-test and achievement gains compured 
by gender: 
Thc null hypothlCsis that. compared according t() gender, lhere wif! be no 
significant d((ferellce between males' alldf.:maies· pre-leSI ~core.\', P()st-
lesr scores and !Neall achievement gwns is rcjected. 
!-'igurlC .:l _5c ~hows that the 179 fcmaie learners' pre-test mean is 6.34 und 
their post-test meDn i~ 1-1.26_ The 144 male kumlCr~' prlC-te~t meDn is 
5.08 Dnd tlwir po~t-tcst mcan is 11.52 out of 16. 
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Figun· .t.5c i\\l:filge pre -leSI and P{'Sl-lt>st scores hy 17') femalt> and 
144 male It>arners. 
M ALE AND FE M ~L E LE~RNERS' ACHIEVE M E NT 
0' ' HE ~EA" 
,"c •• .,., 
'" " Ac FiN _ "" 
• FE '.'M" ·:'~ 1 '" 
Tah le 4,5c(1l prcsents the t-test unulysis of the 179 femalt> and 144 male 
kamers' pre-test scores depicted in figure 4,5c. assummg approximate 
nomlality in the distribution of their scores, 
Table .t.5l'(I) t- tcst ~nalysis of the 179 fem~le ~nd the 144 mal e learners' 
~)rl:-test scores. (t-tc:st for two sets of indept>nJent d~t~) 
\'llrmbl~ Mean S f) N t value F rati o ,oar. , p_V3r1<tnee 
._. 
Frm.i< PH -{ "'! 6 3--1 2,'10 JiG 
. . 
--
\l , lc'Pr<- [<'t S OS ~.-V> 1~4 , I' I JS 060S 
. . 
----
I 
Djfr. r<nco I 06 
-
Not ... : In IhlS C~Sl: till: assumption of ,;pproximatel y equal variallCl:S is 
sutisfied: F~ I .35: p > 0,05. 
t-v:Jlue=.t_12 df=J 21 p = .00048 
Thus, there IS a slatislica lly highly significant difrcrencl: bCt\\'l:cn thc 179 
fl:mak and the 144 m~le learners' pre-test ac:hievement scores, with the 
fem~les demonstrating signi iicantly more prior knowledgl: or the parts of 
the human digestivl: system than the males. 
, 
, 
, 
I 
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lable 4.5c(l]) presents the !-lest analysis of the 179 female and the !44 
male leallwrs' post-lest scores depicted in ligure 4.5c. I !owever, the 
assumptlOr\s of equ,lI variances anu nomlalities al'e not satislied. so this 
use anu application of the t-test is not strictly valid, although it IS a 
rea,onable 'lnd convenient guide because the differences in achievement 
means (i.e. perl'ormance) are great, not marginal. 
Table .. t5c(ll) t-test analysis of the 179 female anul 44 male 
learners' post-test scores. 
11-test for two sets 0 f inde pend en t data 1 
Variable :'oleall SD , , (.value F ratio var. p.vanancc 
r . m. l< P,,"-I",I 14 26 
, 
2.31 179 
M,le po"""" 11.52 3.50 144 8.42 I 2.29 0.000 
•. -._--,--' 
DiIT"",,'" , 174 
t-va lue=S,42 df=32 1 p = .00000 
Thus, there is a statistically highly significant uifference between the 179 
female and the 144 male lealllCrs' post-test achievement scores. with the 
females demonstrating slgnitlcant!y more knowledge of the parts of the 
human digestive system than the males. aftel' participation in one of the 
three instruuional programmes. 
Table 4.5c(11I1 presents the A:'-<QVA and Scheffe results of the fema le 
and male data depicted in figure 4.5c on page 61, taking into account the 
significantly better pre-test scores of females. 
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rable 4,5c(11I) l\\·OV.1\ r e ~u l ts ol'the fem ale and male data . 
-
. ~ .. 
rr{ F. · f[~T I' lu:.r L~ T POST· TEST POST-TEST 
, 
[) ~ R i \l [ AKS 
'" 
M ~ AKS 
'" 
, 
rAL ~ "O ~ .', .jq ! 
, d e , 511 1'7 9 
-
A~F: __ L_ 6 , .i~ , <" , 
" 
'5 , 
" '" --_. 
Post-hoc compari ~on with Sclwffe te ~t (p-values) 
MAL ~ I'RF._TrST fE \ l ,>, LE !'H E-nSf' 
, X - b,J -I ) , X-S,U~) 
-
._---
-
f [M AL E PR E- I E~ I 0,"""''"-1 
vr,>,L E P I< E_T[~T 'J, cv),),J4 ~ 
MAL[pOS r-I [ ~ 1 I UI,\[E POST_-I [SI' 
i , X- I I.S ;: j , X- 14.16) 
. 
FEMALE POST-T ES I , 0 000 
vrA L ~ POST· TEST , 0,0011 , 
~- --
rhe tindings ['ecorded III table -J .Sc(lll) show tha t, de spite their 
signi ficantly bctter pre- tcst score ~, thc 179 fcmale ~ still made 
signl ticantly better achic l cl11clll gains (x= 7.92) than their 144 male 
peers (x= 6.44) on tke instrLlc tional programmes offercd. 
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HI'l101hesis 6(/: Gender II chiel'eme/lt gaills by students laking rhl' 
computer ~raphic choke: 
The null h: pothesis lhat/;'male alld male pupils' llieon pre-lest to post-
lest gains iii achlcTeml'nt scores under the compuler graphic ch()lce wil! 
nol bl' signijicalll~v (h{ierelll is rejected. 
Figure 4.6a shows that the 70 female learners' pre-test mean is 6.14 and 
theIr post-test mean is 14.64 out of sixteen under the computer graphic 
choice. The mean pre-tcst to post-test score increase is 8.50 under the 
computer graphic choice. 
Figure -I 6a also shows that the 71 male learners ' pre-test mean is 5.11 
and post-test mean is 11.77 out of si:..teen under the computer graphic 
choice. The mean pre-test to Pl)st-tcst score increase is 6.66 under the 
computer graphic choice_ 
Figure -I.6a Average of the pre-test. the post-test and the pre-test to post-
test score mcrease by the 70 fema le and the 71 mlde learners 
with I'cspect [() computer graphIc choice, 
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Thus, there 15 ~ stiltistleall) high ly sign ificant gnin in ~chie\'ement seor~, 
hv both the fema le ~nd the lll:ll e learners under Ihe computer graphic 
,hoiu'_ 
IIrrllllhe_I/\ 6h: Gent/I'/" (Jchicl'ellu'lI! g(Jills hy pi('{ure dwice: 
The nul l hypothnl' that/emote (lild male pupils' meal1 pre-ie,I'i to post-
lesl gaillS iIJ achievemel1l scores hy pictlire choice It illn01 he significantly 
different is reJlOckd_ 
Figure 4_6b shO\\s lhat the 37 I"cmak Icarners' prlO-tC't mcan is 6.29 and 
thcir [,o<:;t -test ll1enn IS 13.86 out of sixteen, under the [,lcture choice, lhe 
meall pre-test to post-tesl score increase is 7,56 under th e picture choice. 
Figure 4.6b sho\~~ that the 24 mak l earner~' pre-test mean is 4.66 and 
poq-te~t me;m is I 1_70 out or ~ ix tcen, under the picture choice. The Inean 
of pre-test w p()"H~st "core illerea,~ is 7,04 lind~r thc picture choice. 
Fil!ul"l' .t.6h Average of tile pI'C'-test. the po~t-test :l11d the pl'e-test to post-
test sc ()r~ incr~ase by the 37 1l:lTIak and the 24 Innic kamers 
with respect w picture choice. 
El " " HE ,,_n, 
. " , 1., ." _" , 
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Table ~ .6 bll) rre~~llto the HeSt analy~i~ of the 37 female j"arncrs' mean 
pre-leo l to post-lest gains in achievement ~c or<: , depicted in figure 46b, 
with respect to picture choice . Statlsticalh. the achi evement gains arc 
hi" hlv ~ ignificant_ 
'=". --
Table 4.6b(l) l-tesl ana lysis urthe 37 fCln alc !cJrners' mean pre-test to 
post-test gains in achi('vcment scores wi th respect to 
picture choice. 
f'Icrur. choice , Moon , S f) , ,_",lll e , 
. . ----_ ., .~ .. . .•... -
1''''-1<'' (ma>, Ii" (,19 , . 
" 
;; 
Pm!·!",1 ima,,16) I ~ 
" 
>1 , •• '" 
'1 .. " ""',ieHm.n' " fl'" , Sf, -, -'7 
t-valuc= 15.5 df=J6 p= .000 
Table 4.ob(ll ) presents the t-test analysts of the 24 mal~ learners' mean 
pre-test to post-lest ga in~ in achi evement scores depicted in figure 4 .6 b, 
with respecl to ricture choic ~. 
Table 4.6b(lI) t-test analyoio o[ lh~ 24 mal c lcarncr~' mcan pre-test to 
post-tes t gains in achlcvement scores with respeClIO picture choice . 
... 
--
rid",'O ,ho"" "lea n 
'" 
, t_nl". 1-· ... -.... --. . 
, rrO-!'" (ma ,.I") ·166 " ., 
-
,. 
. 
• 
.. . 
ro, t-(O\f f",a\,16) I t." , 90 , I " 10.06 
~loall . d,ic",mrllf ,,'oro ~aim 70-1 I 
t-vaiuc-IO.36 p- .OUU 
rhus, there is a statisticaliy highly significant gain in achievement scores 
by both the female and male le~mers under the picture choice 
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Hrpolltesis 6r: Gender (/rhiel'clllclll gains hy flIrso c"(lice: 
rile null hypothesis that (i:male and 111(11(' pupils' !/Ie{)n pn!-fest t() {Jost-
les/ gains ill (lcliie1.'ellient scores by torso choice will not he sii ..;l1iJicantlv 
different is rejectcd. 
Figurc 4,6c sh()w~ that till; 72 fema le [cam el'S' pre-test 111,'3Tl is 6,55 and 
the ir post-tcst ml:a ll i~ 14.68 out of ~i.x l~~n, under lhl: torso doicl:. rhl: 
m,'an prc-test to (Xlsl- t e~t ~corc: illcrc:a>c: i ~ 7,52 under the torso choice. 
Figurc -iJ)l' shows that the -19 male learners' pre-tcst IllC3Tl is 5.24 and 
their post-tl:~t mean is 11,06 Ollt of sixteen, under th,' torso choi<.:c, rbe 
mean pre-test to post-test SCOfl: innc:asc:s is 5.R 1 under the torso choice, 
t<igu re 4.6c Average orthe pre-test, the post-test and the pre-teslto post-
test score increase by the 72 female 3nd thc 48 m31c 1c3rners 
with rc:spc:ct to torso l'hoicc, 
TORSO OPTlON: FEMALE AND f>W..E AO-IIEVEfoJENT 
MAUlt' 49) 
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Table 4.6c(l) presents the He~ t analysi s of the 72 female learners' mean 
pre-test to post-te'st gains in achie\'ement scores depicted in figure 4.6c. 
with respect to tor~ (l choice. 
Table 4.6c(T) l-kst ;lf1alysi~ (If the 72 female learners ' mean pre-test t(l 
post-test gains in adl ievement scores With respect to 
torso choice . 
. 
To"o <hoi« '10"" , SJ) , [·,.lu. 
I 
. - . . r '-Pr.-'.,[ (m.,. 
"I 6.S ' ].i~ 
" 
P",[·,"" ("' ... ( 6) 1408 c.3 ~ 7" !7n 
"eon . chin.m<n, >c()r< ~a," ; .S' 
.' 
- ----.-
.. 
-
--
t-\'alue=17.78 df='71 p= .000 
Table 4.6c(l I) prc~ent~ th~' t- te~t :malysis of tfte 49 mak kamen' mcm 
pre-te's! to post-test gain~ in achievem ent scores depicted in figure 4.6c. 
\vith K~pect \0 torso choice. 
Table 4.6.::(11) t-kst analysi s of the 49 mak learners ' mean pre-lest to 
post-test gains in achievement scores with respect to Wrso 
choice. 
ror.o dlOico 'Io.n 
'" 
, l-\", luo 
Pro_t., t (m.,.lh) 3.2 1 " .79 
'" 
P"'I_,"" (m.,.lh) 11.06 .i,43 
"" 
! , .0 1 
--
" . on .,hio>'om<nl ,e,,, . ~,in I 6.82 I .. H 
H.-allte 15_01 df 48 p .000 
rhus, there is a statistically highly significant gain in achievement scores 
by both the femak and male kamel"S under the torso choice 
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Hl'pOIhesis 7: Post-tnt \cIJrefitllll per/iHf1IllIICe with respectta 
programllle choice IIlId gender: 
The null, hypothesis thaI. c'()/Ilpared according to gender. the 323 
learnen' mean gender group post-test score., wi l! mil he significantly 
d{fjiJem after illstructional prograll/me options is rejected. 
Figure 4.7 shows that the 70 female kamel's ' post-test mean is 14.64 an d 
the 7: male learners' post-test mean is 11.77 out of sixteen v,.-ith respect 
to computer choice . 
Figure 4.7 shov,.-s thaI the 37 femal e learners' post-test mean is ]3.86 and 
the 24 male learners ' post-test mean is [ 17 out 0(" sixteen with respect to 
picture choice. 
Figure 4,7 shows thaI the 72 fe male leanwl's ' post-test mean is 14.08 and 
the 49 male learners' post-test mean is II ,06 out of sixteen with respect 
to torso choice, 
Figure 4.7 Averages of post-test SCOl'es obtained by the 179 female and 
the 144 male learners with respect to programme options, 
,om " to , to "" 
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Table 4,7, 1 presents the A;\OV/\ results of the female learners' post-test 
scores and the male learners ' post-test scores dep icted in figure 4.7 with 
post-hoc comparison of means us ing the Scheife test. with respect to 
programme option and gender, 
Tahle -1 .7 SchclYe test (p-valuesl; variable: posHest scores for 3:3 
participanl Ic~rners . 
Me 
'" '" 
Fe >', 
" 
; 
I (N - 71) (r-i ··2~) ('1 - 4'11 ('1 - "0) (r-i- J7) (r-i - '2) I 
--
.\lolo-<om rutor ',\10 '000 , .HH I ~59 .0OOI)(l~- .0 29}~O - ,OOO~~4-
.'-- . , Mak-p;cture IMP) 1.1100 , .97h'<)<j .0O} t~ :· .15~624 ,O3~379· 
" 
MAio-tor'" (\IT) .8818~ 9 
-Y'P99 .01)O()([0' .00[7S2- 00000-
Femo l.-computcr (FCj .00000 4 ' ,003 1~2 ' .000111111- .88}4~7 ,932~~Y 
F<m~ I •. p;"ur< (FP) .112~J411· I 1 ~7~2~ .001'82- .~8}4'" ,999~3~ , 
I FemA lo-!,,,',O 1FT) ,OO053~' , ,036r9" .OOOOIJ- , .9}2~79 .99963~ 
--'--, 
Thus, there ~re statistic~ l ly signiiicant differences in fina l performances 
(post-test achievemcnts) hctwcen the following pairs of comhinations. in 
favour of the first combination in each C:lse: -
rem ale - compute!' 
Female + picture 
Female' torso 
Female - computer 
Female - torso 
> 
> 
male + computer (p < 0,0(1) 
male + comp uter (p <: 0.(5) 
male I compllter (p < 0.00 1) 
male + picture 
male + picture 
(p < 0.(1) 
(p <: 0.0(1) 
I-Iowc\'er. the fil11mving combitl:ltions are statistically more or less 
equally effective III telTns of a similar outcome in tinal perfimnances 
(post-test achievement):-
I 
, 
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\fale -,.- com puler 
"'ta le ~ computer 
Male -,.- picture 
Ivlale + piclurc 
Fcmak - l"omputer 
Femak -,.- computer 
male - pil"ture 
1l1ak - torso 
mak + lorso 
f~male + picture 
female + picture 
kmale -'- torso 
75 
Stalislical ditTerences are more uncertain when data scores are obtained 
dose to thl:ir tlla\imum value (as in lhese cases), and when they are 
thet·erore most lik<:ly to have m:lrkl:d iy skewl:d distrihutiOns {as in these 
cases}. 
H),porltesis S: Final performance overal! post-Ie\! IcoreI under Ihe 
three different pr0J;mfllflle.<,: 
The null hypothesis that compared acconiing io pl"oKmmme chosen. the 
three ;;1"01I/,.I" of purtlcipunr teamers · mean post-fecit /Ina! performance 
scores It 'ilillot be sigilificulllty d((krenr Fom each orher tS supported. 
Figure -I R shows that the post-test mean of 1-11 karners who chose the 
comput<:r graphic as their instructIOnal method is 13.19: the post-test 
mean or 61 learners who chose the large hand-held coloured pil"ture as 
thl:ir instructiona l medium is 13.06: and the post-test mean of 121 
learners who chose the torso as their instructional strategy is 12.83 out or 
sixteen. 
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FigUrl' .l .S A\erage post-test score perl'Jnn~H1Ce scores by 323 
rartlclpam kilillcrs I' ith respect to the thlee progmlllille options. 
" , 
, 
o 
AVERAGE OF THE POST-TEST SCORES 
N=61 N=1 4 1 
76 
I ilille 4.8(1) presents tile Hest or companson betl\;een tile post-test mean 
sc ores of the 141 kilrncrs whD chose the computer grnphic option ilnd 
the 61 learners wrto chooe the picture option. depicted in figure 4,8, 
Tahll' 4.S(I) !-lest analy~is oj the post-test scores o/the 141 learners who 
Ch(1Se the cumputl'r option and the 61 learne rs Wh(1 chooe 
the picture option 
Coml"""" < 1';<'tJ<O fll't io'"--T I, "",C".C,,CT--""D---""-'t_nlu< 
I,' 19 +----""" --'-',T. :~t----­
'IC,,"ooct--,24 ·-1 . (~I-- 0.,75 
t-'·alue oo0.375 dfoo21l0 pooO.iO' 
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Tahl~ 4,8(1I) presents the I-test an alysis of the post-It'st seor~s of th~ 141 
learners who chose the comp uter graphic option and the 121 learners 
who chose the torso opt ion. (kpicled ill li gure 4,8. 
Ta hk 4.8(11 ) t- test anaiysis of the po~t-te~t scores of the 141 learners 
who chose the comp uter option :md the 12 1 learnt''fs \~ho 
chose the torso option, 
I Compu,.r '" Torso opuon ~1 ."n SD , I-\'alue , 
, Computer P""-I<''' ' <'Ore' 
" " 
, 
" 
1,: 1 
, I 
I ro"o p,," _te" "",.e. le, 53 . : ~ I e, o , S ~ ,j I , 
~--. . ~'-
t-\'allle=0.854 df=260 p=O.393 
Table 4 8(111) presents the t-le~t analysis of the po~t-le~l s~ores of the 121 
learners who chose the torso option and the 61 learners who cho~e the 
pictllre optiOn, depleted in figure 4.8, 
Taille .t.8(!!!) t- test analysis oflhe post-lest scores of the 121 learners 
who chose the torso option and the 61 learners who 
chosc the picture option. 
IT""" " Picluro "pti"n ~t <an 
'" 
, , [- ,'a luo 
, To"" Po,,·, .. t 12 33 , 
" 
I:> I 
,~---- ---~ '-, Pi<turo I'osl-,.,[ 1301 i , ::'·1 iii O , 3U~ I , 
-
t-,"'a lue=O.305 df=180 p=0.760 
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CHAPTER 4: ]{ESt:LTS A,\J) FINJ)fNr.S 
Table ..)_tl(IV) shows th~ A'\OVA resu lts with il poot-hoc test of mcan~, 
wi\h the Schelre test of post-test tina l pe rformance s(.:ores. \\ ith respcu to 
the three programmes, 
Tallie 4.S(IV) Scheft'e te,t IP-values); var iable: post-test stores. 
CO'l!'llTll Pl(Tt Jl.F Tonso 
--- - U.90J- ------- --COM PtTEI{ ( X - IJ.l'll U,657 , 
PJCTtl{E ( :\ - 13.U6) O,%J U,S99 
--
-~ 
nmso ( :\ ~ l U'\) 0,657 I U.S99 
p values;> 0.05 ::10 signifi(.:anl din(:I'cn~es lK(.:ur. 
Table 4.8 (IV) ~onfiml S lhat J.I I three instruc\ional interven\il'n 
programme s (torso. pi~ture and computcrl J.re, on thc wholL'. stat is tically 
equall y eff~(.:t ive in thell- c'J.pac' ll)' to produ~e more or less the same final 
aVCTJ.ge Ie\'els in acilieveJllenl. as measured hy the 16 post-lest items 
eJ11p loY<'d III :his m\'esllgJIIOn WIlh n Inrge ranJolllly selecled, 
heterogeneous population or !<:arn<:l-s 
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I'AH,T B. PRESENTATION OF THE QlIAIXLHIVE FINm:-O;GS: 
The 323 p;mlclp:mts olTer~d a lOlal of ~bo\Jt 700 written remarks on th~ 
ll1struClional programmes, Thirty page~ of sampkd photocopies of the 
detailed comments and sugg~sti()1lS made by respondents ar~ allach~d in 
Appendix C as illustrati\'e ~,amples. 
The considerilbk :lmount of 4u:1li\;lIive data obtained is no\v summarized 
and presented under three headings: Comments on the value o[ the 
instructiOll:l1 progr:lmmes, ~ugge~tlon, for IInprovll1g :he teaehmg 
mmeri:lls, and feed-back report~ to individual biology teachers m \'arious 
school~, 
4.2. Comments un the value uf the instructional program mes 
This section synthesizes the learners' main rea~Il!lS for favouring their 
p;lrtindar choice of instnlctlOnal programme. The tullowing list of 
comments is a combined summary of the reJsons pro\'ided by the 
Pill1icipan! k:lmers who responded to that part of the 4ucstionnilirc Wllich 
was (1n {he hack of the post-test. 
The: participants wrote no n~ga!ivc comme:nts of oUlright rejection. 
However, some remarks were ~lightly critic~1 or neutral or reserved, e.g. 
"'I h;lve a computer programme like thi~ at home"; "It could be a more 
advanced programme"; "Use more colourful pictures"; "Use a more real 
model" etc, 
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Participants' positive written comment~ about the three instructional 
rrogrammes are summanzed, and qlloted verbaTim, ;J~ follows: 
.t.2.]. Perceptions about. :l nd n:at:tions to, the Com putc r option: -
a) It im:reases ]lerformant'e. For e';:Ilnplc, "Learning wi th a Compuler 
Hlcreases Ill)' perlormanc~", "From my results YOll can sec that I did 
leam," 
b) It is nit'e. eXCiting, enjo)'abl~ and fun, For example, "It was exciting 
and I'un": "Good ;lIld nice pre~ent[ltion": "It seemed Illore cxcitl1lg": 
"It i ~ quite nice ~tudying from a computer:' 
t·) It is interesting. For example, "It was interesting 10 learn things"; "'It 
seemed interest ing and original"; "You find more interesting things, 
and ),OLl don't get bored," 
d) It makes learnin2 easy to understand. For example, "'[t is an easy 10 
understand the programme," 
e) It helps impro\'l' knowledge. ror eXatllpli:, "1 karnt more about thc 
human digestive system": ''I'm not happy because [ was only known 
teeth, stomach and tongue, '(ow I know the parts of my hody," 
f) It helps students to learn and remember quickly_ For exampk, 
"This programme makes me never to forget thc digestive system"; "[t 
hclp~ tlll: to rememher easily bec ause [ love ,>vorking with a 
computer. ,-
,C~II~A~I~·I~·E~R,'~'~R~'~:S~l~'I~.T~S,A~'~·~D~F~I'~'~D~I'~'(~;~S _______________ 80 
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g) It mal,o:s cono:o:ntration O::lsy. rot' example. "It 11Jal.; eS you 
cnnceillrate easilv so tilat it can be casilv for vou to leam'-
. . . 
h) II is logical ano liStS lIlodtrn ttchnnlogy. For cxample. "I t IS \ 'ery 
fascinating to see wh:!l peopl e can learn with ncw Il10dem 
technology"; "The computer program1l\e took you through thc naming 
of the pam in a logi cal Llshion," 
i) II gives murc information in a slwrt timl'_ For example. "It pl"Ovidcd 
a iot of information in suc h a short period": " It gave infonnation 
ljuickly", "I learn very much faster, " 
~.2.2. Perceptions abuut, and reaction~ to, the Picture option: -
a) II helps Improve knowledge and lIIereasl' performancc, For 
example. "It was simple and very effici,;nt, We taught ourselves and 
learnt a lot bv our mi stakes," 
b) It is tllCe, enjoyable and fun. for example. " It was tim and 
enjoyable"; '" It was straightforward and enjoyable"; ''Fun excIting and 
a good Icarning experience," 
c) II is interesting. for example, " It was illlcI'esting and a change fl"Om 
our normal everyday lessons"; "It was interesting as well as fun."' 
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c) It is interesting and satisfying. For example. "It IV~S interesting and 
informati\ c": " It IVW' inl~rcsting ,wd educational and it gan~ us a I1wr(:' 
inicrcsting i(l (1k at the digc<,tivc systl:'m": "'It is inkrcstin g as the p:lrts 
an: movablc." 
d) It makes learning easy to understand. For example, "'Easy 
understanding and il is vcr) educational"; "I find it casier to learn with 
models- it hclps you understand belter," 
e) It helps students to learn and renlt:mbu quickly. For namplc. "'] 
could take out the different parts and fed it so I could remember it 
better"; " Ilcamt things 'luicki.:r than '.\'hat J would," 
t) It is Heiling, clear and rnlightening. Fur cxample, <Oil brings 
cxcih:mL-nl in 111e', and it makes me really more enlightened and 
i nll,lI i gen l. " 
g) It gi\'t~s mo."c information in a short timc. For example,"1t was easy 
and much better!O learn -you can pick it lip ljuickl:. ": "We le:nnt 10 be 
quick:' 
h) It is rcal and three-dimensional (3-D). For example, 'The model 
with pla<,tic organs is reall;. realistic ""'ilh the organ~ looking at a 3-D 
structure"; "3-D is more comfortable for me"; "It is as if you are 
studying from a real body," 
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i) It providrs :m opportunity fur ]lutting arjiculat~d organs back 
together. For example, "I like working wi th a model that you are able 
to take arart & p l l! back together." 
j) It shuws where the organs arc and makes students more awarc of 
them. For example, "It SilllWS the (.'xad way the organs are": "The 
torso the most as it was a lTlodel Illat you ~oLlld touch on hands:' 
4.]. Suggesti,)us for improving the t{,llchillg materials 
This section summarizes tIle l<~arners ' suggestions for improving each of 
the t1lr<~e instnlCtional prog,rammes in a diversity of South African school 
contexts. 
4.3.1. For the computer option:-
Suggestions for improving the computer option were: "Have sOlmd on the 
compllter"; "Have a bigger sneen": "1 lave two-v..·ay (olll111unicatioll with 
lhe computer, for example, by actually typing the labels" ; "Gel complilers 
for us to he more anxi t)lls to leam and helter something"; "Usc more 
colour"; "More pradical hands-on exer(iscs, more graphi(s"; "Lse a 
numher of monitors cOJUlected to one computer"; and "They should let us 
work on compllters instead of hooks as school." 
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4.3.2. }'o r the picture option:-
Suggestions for improving the large pictme option 'were: ·'Add colour and 
enlarge it for better clarity"; ·'The labels should be put in different 
colours"; ·'The picture method should involve less explaining and be a 
more practical exercise"; and "1 want more pictures so that I should he 
c1ear- for example, T might have a prohlem with human structure but need 
to concentrate on the stomach. I need the stomach pictme-"' 
4.3.3. For the torso option:-
Suggestions for improving the torso option were: "'It should include more 
things, not only the human body"; 'Take the children to a live clinic and 
show them how it functions and how it works"; ·'Go into dctails ""ilh 
explaining. Describe each part on the digestive system": "Could use book 
material as guide"; '·They could make the parts more real, for example, 
the heart could be squishing and the intestines soft, etc."': "Labels should 
be small enough to pin onto each area": "You may try starting with all 
parts dis-assemhled, then tell pupils to flgme out how they Jit together"; 
"::vtore time to play around with the model"; and '·Identify the parts on my 
own body, too, and link them to a real body, reallik" 
-J.4, Feedback reports to the hiolog}' teMhers in various schools 
Appendix 1) shows a copy of a typical feedback "evaluation report" 
written immediately after a trial of the programme materials in various 
schools, for the benefit of the biology teachers who allowed their classes 
to participate in this novel learning exercise, 
,C~H~'l\I~"lr~E~R~4~,~"~E~SllL~!I~:~rS~'~'~Nlll~)~r~INl'D~I'~G~'~S ________________ 85 
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4.5. Chapler S ummar~' 
!n this chaptcr Ike rcsults and findin gs have bl'cn rrC5cntl;d. In part A. the 
hyrotheses han:' been tested sl~ ti st ic al l~ an d prest"nled as quantitative 
(indings. In pan G, participant learners" comments OIl the value of Ike 
instrtlctiona l programmes. ~nd their suggestions for Improving the 
leaching mater ials. h:l\,C been summarized as qual itative findings. 
An amplified o :p ian:J.lion and a more de'aiied rli\CII.I .',i'lll now fo ll ow In 
Chaptl!r 5. 
• 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
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CHAPTU{ 5 
DlSCL'SSION OF FI\"DINGS 
In the previous cilapler significant agn::cmcnts and significant ditferenccs 
were found to occur among the 323 participant learners with respect to 
the three instructional programme options. In this chapler these variations 
are discussed, and attempts arc made 10 give possible explanations for the 
differences. tinally tile findings discovered in Cape Town arc linked to 
the findings oCthe carlier researchers reported in Chapter 2. 
5.1. DisClissiuns of the quantitative findings 
5.1.1. Frequency distributions of instructional prngrammt' choices 
In this particular investigation significant preferences were fOlmd to ocellf 
among the sample of 323 learncrs in favour of thc computcr option, and 
to lesser degree, i  favour of the torso option. This indicates that 
individual stlllients' prefcrenccs wcrc diffcrcnt and they reacted 
differe1111y to thc possibility of ditferent programmes. The cilOices or 
instructional mcthods hy studcnts wen:: varied, perhaps because of 
different abilities, personalities, interests, perceptions, self-confidencc, 
concerns or feelings of students. Tllcse particular 323 pmticipants were 
apprcciably more interested in computers. According to their comments, 
the reasons for favoring the computer might be summarized by saying 
tilat it was exciting, fun, logical, uses modcrn teclmology, and gives 
information in a short time. 
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5.1.2 Frequency distrihutions uf instructional programme choices 
and gender 
The highly signi jicant di fterence bd\~een the frequencies 0 j" choice of thlC 
instructional programmes by the sample of femaliC liCarnlCrs, in favour of 
both lhe torso and (OmpUllCr options, suggests tilat ind iv idual femal~ 
learners' dlOiclCs l11ight vary because ofdifkrlCnces in their own interests. 
j·eelings. concerns, perceptions and r~aC\ions. 
[he highly s ignificant di ffcrlCnce octween the I"requlCncies of choiclC of the 
instructional programmes by the sample of mak learners. in t:1Vour of the 
computer, and away from piclUre option. indi(ates that Individual male 
kamers may also have their own different interests, fee lings. concerns. 
perceptions. Icvels of sci f-confidence and reactions. 
rhe learners' choices disclosed that fem ale learners preferred the torso 
and computer options, whereas male I~arnas tended more towards to thl: 
computer. The reason might be that more male learnas than kmale 
learners j~1t confident in favoring the computer. However. in favoring 
both the computlCr and the torso, female learners might have heen 
rdlectlllQ their own diffaelll personaliti~s. concerns, paceptions and 
fe~lings. They might ha \"~ thought that the L"Olllputa programme was 100 
complex and difficu lt for th~nl, so they prej~rred a learning 111~thod lhat 
looked simpler. l30th female and male karners favoring computers, away 
from the picture option. suggcsts that the picture programme might not 
have been as an attractive option as the others. 
In this study, however, there was no significant differencl: between the 
rl:sponse frequencies of female and male kamas in respect to choosing 
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or avoiding the three programme options for insirudion. This sugge~ts 
th<lt femilk and male learners might have felt similar perceptions. 
reactions. interests and COfl(.:cms to the same programm e options. 
This suggests that teachers might, in future, provide both fema le find male 
lea111ers "vith the same instru~ tional options from whi<:h to choose. 
5.1.3. Achievement gains by partkipant learners 
In this parti~ular invest igation, high gains in the 323 participant learners' 
pre-test 10 post-test achievement scores indicate that the three 
instructional programmes developed wlltent mastery, motivated different 
students, and helped a diversity of students to leam physiologi<.:al 
tenninology. Characteristics of successful instruuional programmes 
described by Bruner (1986) and the effects of various science teaching 
instrudions on achievement (Wise & Okc)" In3 :43) might be rclatcd to 
the pre-test to post-test improvement in achievement scores. According to 
Iluntcr (1982:51) students' concems, feelings, and interests towards 
instructional programmes can have an impa(.:t on students' motivation. 
This might be another reason for the improvements in achievement scores 
recorded by the Cape Town leamers. 
Almost all participant learners improved their achievement scores, except 
one who de(.:reased his S(.:ore. However, individual kamel'S did not gain 
equally in achievement. The leamer.:;' different motivational needs might 
be a possible callse of the a(.:hievement score ditlerences. Adar (1969) 
found that different motivational needs were associated with different 
types of leamCfs whid1 he called achievement students, curious st udents, 
cons<.:ientiolls students and sociable students. 
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Several participflnlS failed to improve their pre-test ~corcs on the past-
test. It might he th~t til<: intcrvcnti( 'Il programmes fail ed to succeed with 
individuals who had perceplllal, reading, language or lllotor di sabilities, 
as described on p;,ges 2\-24. Ho\.\'eVt'r, such 11 diagnosis lies beyond the 
scope oCthe present study. 
Educators might lise more :lpproprimcly matched instructional 
programmes to motiv:;te students, to make learners feel good, and to 
enjoy sliccess for improv ing achievement scores. 
5.1.4. Achicvrment gains and gender 
Both (em;!k and male learners recorded large improvements in their pre-
tesl to po~t-t~st achievement scores. However, the highly significant 
difference between female and male learners' post-test achievement 
scores - with the female learners demonstrating significantly more 
improvement than the male learners after pwticipation in the one of the 
three instructional programmes - is consistent with the clear differences in 
achievement gains which occurred among the female and male leamers 
recorded by previous researchers such as Keeves & Kotte (1996), 
r...1urphy (1991), Smail & Kelly (1984), Erinosho (1994) Ventura (1985) 
and Keeves (1992). 
In general, with few exceptions, male !camel'S have heen found to 
outperform in science achievement measures as recorded by ·Walberg 
(1967), Ericbon & Fricks(ffi (19X4), Howe & Dod)' (19X9), and Young 
& Fraser (1994). Jlowever, this study supports the findings of Erinosho 
(1994) "..·ho reponed that female learners outperfonned male kamel'S 
across the tests. The reason might be that most female learners showed a 
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more conscientious attitlidc towards biology than male learners, but this 
suggestion would have to be explored in a future investigat ion. 
" possible implication is 1)131 te.:lchers and educators might also t:onsider 
helping fem<lle ie<lrners to inc[<ci.lsc their self-confidence and attitude 
towards the physical sciences in order to be as successful as they are in 
biology. Also teachers and educators might help male leamers to be more 
conscientious towards biology. 
5.1.5. Achievement gains and programme options 
The statistically high ly significant gains in achievement by the participant 
learners under the three instructional progr<llllme options (computer, 
picture and 10r:>o) are recorded on pages 59-78. Together with the 
qua litative findings recorded on pages 79-86, these suggest that each 
progralTIme had its own positive impat:t on learners' motivation, 
developmcnt, and stimulation. The instructional programmes appear to be 
usc/il l for encollraging, developing or stimulating visual thinking as 
described hy Gard er (1998:1-8). With computer graphics, picture and 
models, Gardner's own learners were able to create concept maps, mind 
maps etc. to generate and clarify ideas with the help of their multiple 
intelligence ahilities. 
The current programme options dmw on all of Gardner's intelligences, 
especially 2-D and 3-D visualization increasing learners' achievement. 
White (1988:28) also dest:ribed sevcral memory elements, like images 
and motor skills, which are tied into multiple intelligences. Fbezener 
(1998:8) concllided that the more meaningful the learning is in terms of 
multiple intelligences, the more memorable it is, and the more likely it 
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will be storl.:ct in of the fonllS liskd by White (1998:28). 
Pr(;vious resemch h~s shown that computl.:rs in the ins(rUl.:tioIl~1l process 
produclOd significantly grl.:akr achil,;Vl')l1Cnt in science (Oliver & Oki.:y. 
1986: Driver, 1985; HUg!lI,;S, 1974; S~ssl,;r, 1990; Lunetta & Hof);;tcin, 
19i1): Woodhousl.: & Jones, 1988; Hounsd l & lIi lL 1989). It is also 
showed that computers had a high potential to enhancl.: teaching in thl.: 
ed ucational setting as concluded by 13angertdrowns & Kulik, 1985; 
Ananthakrishn~Ul & McDermott. 1996; Tai, Tsai & Chang, 1999). 
Another r[,<lson for the signifiL"Jnt gain in th is study might be that the 
~onwarc programml.: ofulI: compUler was appropria/l: and I.:asy to handle. 
Oliver & Okey (1986) found that appropriate software caused leamers to 
explore alld develop further ideas, such as curiosity and creativity, and 
helped leamers to increase their performance. 
The picture option facilitated significant achievement gains in this 
investigation. According to Holiday (1981), and Hayes & Readence 
(1983), the effect of a picttue is to encotuage leamers to invest more time 
in the cognitive effor\. 
The torso model also provided significant gains. According to the 
lcamers' comments one reason might have been its visual effects and its 
3-D structure, an explanation supported by Bishop (1978). 
Over all, it is suggested that teachers and educators might provide a 
variety of instructional progwmmes whieh draw on all multiple 
intelligences, including 2-D and 3-D visualization, and they might 
recognize the value which these kinds of variety can have in helping 
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!earncrs anicu!atc Ihclr unuerslamiing of subject Illaller stalc:d bv 
Armstrong \ 1994: 71-74 i. 
-\!though the inSlructJOn3! programmes faci litated highly significanl gains 
in achicvcrr.cnt scores. ~II threeintervet:liOn oplions werc. on the whol e, 
Slatisticall) equa ll y e lTec6e in Ihelr capacity to produce lTlore or less tl:c 
same iinal a,'erage lel'els in ach iCl"cm c:nt. 
rhis implies that enective instn:clion and high levels of ach ievement 
might not alw :ws require costly instruc tional programmes Less 
cxpensiI"C programmes, likc Ihe picture, can be almost as effect i\e in 
instruclTon fo r biology teachc:rs. 
5.1.6. Achievement gains wilh respect to proc.nlmme chuil;f;' :lnd 
c.cnder. 
,\!I iI,rc:c instrucllona l programmes produced signitic3Ill di fference, in 
achievement between iel11ales :ll1d males. I lighly significant differences 
m fi n3l performanc e scores between some p3irs of combination s arc: 
prcscntc:d on page 73, and more 0[' less cqual outcomes in linal 
performanc e are g ilcn on ])3ge 74. One explanation l11ight bc that 
di n<:rcnt gcndcrs IlOnd to be sometimes motivatcd by dI fferent things, as 
previotls studies have pointed out (I !cad, 19S5; Hofstein & Walberg, 
1995; Sololl1on, ]<)<)6). Teachers and educators mighltry to find out what 
mOlivates their learners. The find ings prc:sented on page 66-7..j., concludcd 
that the fe males performed significantly bettcr on each instructional 
programme lhan the males. This rl1lgh t be exp lained by' a grCi!lcr gcncral -
ability of fe millc s in b iology, and bv a more serious cffort bv fema les to 
" " 
achiele in blOlogy, whi le males might tend to trcat biology as a fllll 
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subject. less responsibly. 
5.2. Disc u ssion of Ih l' qual i I a five ti nd i ngs 
In t:lis parllcui~r lll\'estlQmwn. P<lD1CIP<lnt !earners complelin~ the 
ljUeSlionn<lil'c h<lve gl-'l,'cn reasons lor fal/oring trteir p<ll1.icu lar choice of 
insll'uuion<li ~trd\e!?y. imd suggcsted improvement for e<lch of the three 
instruction<li progr<lmmc~. 
As shown in Chapter 4. page 78 ·R 5. t!le rc~pondent~ wrote no neg~tl\e 
comments of outl'ig:l1 rejection: t:ley wrote positive comments about the 
three in~lruClion~1 progl<l111111CS. and expressed eXCllement and e<lgerness 
to p<ll1.icip<lte in the in\'e~tig<ltion. This contirms th:n the m<lt<o:ri<lls <lnd 
programmes werc casy. simple ~nd clear (or studcnts to usc. <lnd were 
successful In fostering high perfOrmJIlLT and improving students' 
knowledge. 
In Jddition. the learner~ ~;lowed different reactions Jnd perceptions <lbout 
different progr<lmme 0Plions. For ex~mple. most of the students who 
chose the computer oplion emph~slzcd the logical. modcrn, exciting and 
cnjOY<lble properties of computcr in their comments. !--lowel/er. for the 
picture thcy emphasized the simple. c leJr. e<lsy. colourful properties of 
picture in their comment~, On the other hJnd, for the torso they 
emphJsized the rC<l1 <lnd 3-D propcrties of the model ltl their comments, 
They <llso ~uggested Jdding sotmd, having J bigger screen <lnd <l two-W<ly 
communic~tlOn computcr. morc re<llmode ls Jnd J more colourful, more 
cieJrer and bigger picture ~s instnlctional progrJmmes. 
One explanallon might be that the levcl of concerns, feeli ng tone, 
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SlIcccsses rlnd In\l:reslS of sluueills pointed (lilt by 1 hlllter (1982 :5 1) can 
chang.: from time to tim~, /,I so, different typ~ s of slmknts - like (urious 
stuul:nb, consclc'ntion.; :ituuCIllS. Jchiever stmkms :md so( iabk S1\l(kTllS 
identitleu by /,d:lr 11 %9) - mi~ht prcf~ r differem types of leJ(hing 
strat.:gies. ilild p,:rCCII'C Jnd cll1ph~"ize diCfelTnt JSp~cts of in stn.lctlonal 
progl·ammes, 
On the basis olthese comments and Sll!:!gl:~1Jons, ll:achers and educators 
are encollraged to use bshlonahle, modl:rtl. logic,d, enlightening, sintpk . 
.:asy, cleai·. exc iling. l:n!oyabk and mOI·e real instructional l)i"ogramllll:S 
fOi· [(.:m:i1in!< hiology . 
5,3. Chapter summary 
In this chaptl:r th.: '-!ualitaliv.: and q u~ntltalJ ve find ings of this 
invl:sligalion havc becn dis(u~scd, The ti nuings discoverl:d in Cap.: Town 
ar.: link ed to thl: tindings ofth<.: l:ariiel· researchers reported in Chapll:l· 2, 
rh i~ (hapler ha~ :l lso IX)inted Ollt rl:!1sons. Jnd attempted to gi \'e possihk 
explanations [(i r the jindmgs. 
In Chapter 6 the Conclusions. lmpliclltio/ls and Recommendations will 
be presented. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In the previous chapter the fmdings of this investigation were discussed and 
reasons and explanations were given to account for the fmdings. In this 
chapter possible conclusions are presented by answering key questions of 
the study. The implications and recommendations of this research are also 
formulated. 
6.1. Summary of findings 
The investigation gathered data to test fifteen null hypotheses. The most 
important findings were: 
(1) for both females and males the computer and torso options were 
significantly more popular than the chart I picture option; 
(2) both females and males responded more or less equally with respect to 
gender when choosing or avoiding the computer, torso or picture 
option; 
(3) significant pre-test to post-test improvements in achievement scores 
occurred for all groups of learners, in all three forms of instructional 
programmes on offer; 
n oul
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(4) the females demonstrated significantly more prior knowledge than the 
males on the pre-test; 
(5) the females demonstrated significantly higher post-test scores and 
achievement gains than the males; and 
(6) all three instructional intervention programme options were equally 
effective in terms of the overall fmal performance post-test scores 
achieved by the learners who selected them. 
6.2. Conclusions 
Recent years have seen the development of many instructional programmes 
for biology teaching. Therefore, teachers in today's schools have numerous 
choices of materials with which to enhance teaching. Individual differences 
among students gender differences, and variations in background and 
experiences of students invite variations in methods and in instructional 
programmes. 
This research yielded the following questions and answers: -
(1) How many learners will choose the laptop computer option? 
Figure 4.1 on page 50 shows that 141 of the 323 learners (43.7%) chose the 
computer graphic as their preferred instructional method. 
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(2) How many learners will choose the picture option? 
Figure 4.1 on page 50 shows that 61 of the 323 learners (18.9%) preferred 
the hand-held coloured picture as their instructional medium of free choice. 
(3) How many learners will choose the torso option? 
Figure 4.1 on page 50 shows that 121 of the 323 learners (37.4%) opted for 
the torso as their learning strategy. 
(4) Will more males than females choose the laptop computer option? 
No. Figure 4.3a on page 54 shows that 141 learners out of 323 chose the 
computer. Of the females, 70 out of 179 selected the computer; of the males, 
71 out of 144 chose the computer. There was no statistically significant 
difference between the responses of f~males and males in respect to 
choosing or avoiding the computer option for instruction. 
(5) Will more females than males choose the picture option? 
No. Figure 4.3b on page 55 shows that 61 learners out of 323 chose the 
picture. Of the females, 37 out of 179 selected the picture; of the males, 24 
out of 144 chose the picture. There was no statistically significant difference 
between the responses of females and males in respect to choosing or 
avoiding the picture option for instruction. 
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(6) Will more females than males choose torso option? 
No. Figure 4.3c on page 57 shows that 120 learners out of 323 chose the 
torso. Of the females. 72 out of 179 selected the computer; of the males, 49 
out of 144 chose the computer. There was no statistically significant 
difference between the responses of females and males in respect to 
choosing or avoiding the torso option for instruction. 
(7) Will the 179 females and the 144 males score equally on a 16-item 
test of prior knowledge of the parts of the digestive system (the 
pre-test)? 
No. Figure 4.5c on page 64 shows that the 179 female learners' pre-test 
mean is 6.0. The 144 male learners' pre-test mean was 5.08. There was a 
statistically highly significant difference between the 179 female and the 144 
male learners,' pre-test achievement scores, with the females demonstrating 
significantly more prior knowledge of the parts of the human digestive 
system than the males. 
(8) Will the females and males score equally on the same pre-test, 
administered as a 16-item post-test, after learning intervention by 
means of a free choice of one of the three instructional 
programme option? 
No. Figure 4.5c on page 64 shows that the 179 female learners' post-test 
mean was 14.26. The 144 male learners' post-test mean is 11.52 out of 16. 
There was a statistically highly significant difference between the 179 
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female and the 144 male learners' post-test achievement scores, with the 
females demonstrating appreciably more final knowledge of the parts of the 
human digestive system than the males, after participation in one of the three 
instructional programmes. 
(9) Will the overall pre-test to post-test achievement gains by the 323 
participant learners on the 16-item test be significant? (i.e. will the 
instructional intervention programmes be effective?) 
Yes. Figure 4.4 on page 59 shows that the pre-test mean was 5.78 and the 
post-test mean was 13.03 out of sixteen. The mean pre-test to post-test score 
increase was 7.25. There was a statistically highly significant improvement 
in the 323 participant learners' pre-test to post-test achievement scores. 
(10) Will the 179 females' mean gains in achievement scores be better 
than the 144 males' gains in achievement scores? 
Yes. The findings recorded in table 4.5c(lII) on page 66 show that the 179 
females made significantly better achievement gains ( x= 7.92) than their 
144 male peers ( x= 6.44) on the instructional programmes offered. 
(11) Will there b~ significantly different achievement performances 
between males and females who choose either the computer or the 
picture or the torso option? 
Yes. There were statistically significant differences in final performances 
(post-test achievements) between some pairs of gender / programme 
........ ..,._ ..... ,,, ean as 13 
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combinations as shown on page 74, other combinations were statistically 
more or less equally effective in terms of final performance (post-test 
achievement), as shown on page 75. 
(12) With regard to overall final performance achievement scores, 
w~ich of the three instructional intervention programmes - laptop 
computer, picture or torso - is the most effective? 
Table 4.8 (IV) on page 78 confirms that all three instructional intervention 
programmes (torso, picture and computer) were, on the whole, statistically 
equally effective in their capacity to produce more or less the same final 
average levels in achievement, as measured by the 16 post-test items 
employed in this investigation with a large randomly selected, 
heterogeneous population of learners. 
6.3. Implications 
The findings presented in this investigation might have a number of possible 
implications for teaching biology: -
> A major implication of this study is related to the broad goal of 
motivation of students. Students in South Africa come to classes with 
different backgrounds, different personalities and different experiences. 
They are motivated, learn, develop, and are influenced by appropriate 
instructional programmes. Students' senses can be stimulated and 
motivated by a diversity of teaching aids. Students frequently prefer or 
learn better by one programme more than another. 
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> Instructional programmes can be selected for their capacity to motivate 
students, induce a moderate level of concern, and make students feel 
good, enjoy success, expand effort, be challenged, and appreciate a 
variety of choices. 
> Students can be offered a variety of visual images for encouraging or 
developing their visual thinking and multiple intelligence capacity. 
> This study supports the occurrence of gender effects both in choosing 
instructional programmes and in achievement score performance. 
6.4. Recommendations 
The evidence gathered and presented in this study supports the following 
suggestions: -
Recommendation 1: 
Students could be motivated, encouraged and enabled to achieve in biology 
by using a variety of instructional programmes. This is no small task since 
today's students are quite a diverse group. Nevertheless, educators can value 
this diversity and should be invited to provide a variety of programmes. 
Recommendation 2: 
Clear, enjoyable, appropriate, modem and logical instructional programmes 
could be integrated into biology courses. 
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Recommendation 3: 
Educators might pay more attention to gender issues. Instructional 
programmes could be chosen which are suitable for the sociological and 
biological background of males and females. 
Recommendation 4: 
The study could be carried out with larger groups and with mixed groups, 
utilizing other topics such as the excretory system, circulatory system etc., or 
with whole biology topics. 
Recommendation 5: 
The effects of using instructional programmes on students with different 
characteristics such as home language, age, socio-economic background etc. 
could be investigated. 
Recommendation 6: 
This investigation used multi-media to teach students only knowledge of 
terminology, using labelling. In subsequent studies, multi-media might be 
used to teach and test higher orders of conceptual thinking such as 
understanding, application, analysis and synthesis of biological processes 
and systems. 
Recommendation 7: 
The participant learners made more than ten suggestions for improving the 
research design, materials and procedures adopted in this study. Subsequent 
investigators in this area of research should seriously consider these 
suggestions. 
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6.5. Chapter summary 
In this chapter, possible conclusions, implications, limitations, suggestions 
and recommendations have been presented. The chapter has given final 
. 
conclusions by answering twelve questions, addressing some applications of 
the findings, offering recommendations for further research, and presenting a 
successful outcome to its intended goal of accomplishment. 
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The InIUII purpoSe of this Investigation Into cuntculum cost-effectiveness and 
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NAME GENDER PRo LANG. PRE-TEST P08T .. TE8T DIFFERENCE CH.PORG 
1 MSHIQA F .E 9 1e 7 C 
2AB F XH 7 18 9 C 
3 AISHAH F E 8 18 10 C 
4AKES F E 5 15 10 C 
& AKIAWE F XH 2 13 11 C 
• ALLIE F E 5 18 11 C 
7 ANICIA F E 11 18 5 C 
IAYESHA F E 8 15 7 C 
9 AYISAH F E 11 16 , 5 C 
10 BABY F E 8 16 8 C 
11 CYBERTHU F E 11 16 5 C 
12 DALAAL F E 5 16 11 C 
13 DELFA F E 2 11 9 C 
.'14 DONGO F XH 3 9 6 C 
i. FARHANA F E 7 14 7 C 
1. FARZAANA F E 4 14 10 C 
17 FARZANAH F E 8 16 8 C 
11 FATIMA F E 5 15 10 C 
19 FAWZIA F· E 3 12 9 C 
20 FUNKY F E 4 15 11 C 
21 FUNMI F E 9 16 7 C 
22 FUZZY F E 8 14 8 C 
23 GANGSTER F E 6 16 10 C 
. 24 GLORIA F XH 8 16 8 C 
21 GOGGA F E 12 15 3 C 
28 JIHAMI F A 8 16 8 C 
27 JOCELYN F E 5 18 11 C 
28 KAMIES F E 4 16 12 C 
29 LEXI F E 4 9 5 C 
30 LIEWE F A 5 16 11 C 
31 MASEKA F E 7 12 5 C 
32 MISHAH F E 7 15 8 C 
33 MUNEERA F E 4 10 6 C 
34 MUNEERAH F E 9 16 7 C 
31, MYMAENA F X 2 10 8 C 
38 NABZ F E 6 16 10 C 
37 NAZEEN F E 5 15 10 C 
31 NIHAAL F E 10 16 6 C 
39 NISHAAT F A 3 16 13 C 
40 NUHA F E 9 16 7 C 
41 NUREEN F E 11 16 5 C 
42 PINKY F XH 6 14 8 C 
43 POSY F E 8 16 8 C 
44 PUMMY F XH 8 16 8 C 
-~ RABIA F E 3 16 13 C 
4. ROWENA F E 1 16 15 C 
47 RUSHAA F E 9 16 7 C 
48 RYON F A 3 11 8 C 
49 SHAHISTA F A 7 16 9 C 
50 SHAMlMA F E 4 15 11 C 
51 SHAZ F A 6 14 8 C 
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52 SHOUNEEZ F. E 7 14 7 C 
53 SUMAVA F ~. 4 18 12 C 
54 TASNEEM F I 8 .. "~14 8 C 
SS TASNEEM F' E 6 14 8 C 
58 THASY F XH 8 13 5 C 
57 THERESA F XH 3 12 9 C 
sa WADIA F E 6 15 9 C 
51 WH F E 3 11 8 C 
80 YUMNA F E 3 11 8 C 
81 YUSRAH F E 5 16 11 C 
82 ZAHRAH F E 6 14 8 C 
83 ZARAH F E 3 15 12 C 
84 ZAYNAB F E 5 14 9 C 
8S ZEENAT F E 2 16 14 C 
81 JACQUEI F E 12 16 4 C 
67 MISSWORL F E 8 16 8 C 
la GILLIAM F E 6 16 10 C 
II ANGELA F E 7 15 8 C 
70 MICHELA F E 11 16 5 C .. 
71 KAJRE F E 7 16 9 P 
72 RAULA F E 2 13 11 P 
73 DANIELLA F E 9 14 5 P 
741 F A 2 7 5 P 
75 22 F E 4 12 8 P 
71 Adelina F ST 7 15 8 P 
77 ARSHIYA F E 8 16 8 P 
7a BADRUNNIS F E 6 16 10 P 
71 Bronwyn F E 7 15 8 P 
aD Claire F E 6 16 10 P 
a1 Ettet F A 3 10 7 P 
a2 FAlliN F E 7 16 9 P 
a3 HIBAH • F E 9 11 2 P 
84 JEWEL F E 8 16 8 P 
as KARIEMA F E 3 16 13 P 
a6 LOODA F E 2 16 14 
- P 
a7 Lyapa F E 9 14 5 P 
la MARIAM F E 4 12 8 P 
II Mell F E 6 12 6 P 
10 Melon F E 5 16 11 P 
91 Nolut F XH 6 11 5 P 
92 Nuraan F E 8 15 7 P 
13 R. B. F E 6 16 10 P 
94 RASIA F E 9 16 7 P 
95 RAFIEKA F E 8 10 2 P 
96 Rose F E 8 14 6 P 
97 RUKAYVA F E 2 16 14 P 
II SHABS F E 7 16 9 P 
.. SHANANT F E 6 12 6 P 
100 Sithlola F XH 7 11 4 P 
101 STARDUST F E 8 18 8 P 
102 TAl (1) F E 7 16 9 P 
103 TAZZ F E 7 16 9 'p 
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.•.. 1t .. ~~ ."'~, ~~;..,~" ~,;';.;~. , 
" .;.. 
104 UMKULTHU F. E 7 , .. :::, :,13 6 p 
.10& UNAIZAH F E 7 .. ·12 5 P 
1.08 Whlthead F E 8 - 10 2 P 
107 Zanella F XH 8 14 6 P 
101 ABBY F 'MtA, .,;< 7."-*1. '.'" , . .14 7 T 
101 ALIEMA F E 2 9 7 T 
1.10 AMENDA F E· 7 11 4 T 
1.11 ANGEL F E 12 13 1 T 
112 ANISHA F E 6 16 10 T 
113 ARIFA F E 14 16 2 T 
114 ASIYAH F E 7 14 7 T 
115 ASTO F XH 3 10 7 T 
118 BEAUTY F E 12 16 4 T 
117 CARRINC F E 6 16 10 T 
111 CATTY F A 6 16 10 T 
119 CLU F XH 7 8 1 T 
120 DAISY F E 5 16 11 T 
121 DALIYAH F E 8 15 7 T 
122 DENNIS F E 4 12 8 T 
123 DHOMAY F E 5 16 11 T 
124 FADEELAH F E 2 15 13 T 
121 FARZAAN F E 2 14 12 T 
128 FARZANA F E 3 9 6 T 
127 FERAZA F E 6 10 4 T 
121 FIRDEWS F E 5 14 9 T 
129 FIRDEWS F E 6 15 9 T 
130 GAFIZA F E 6 16 10 T 
1~1 GRETCH F E 7 5 -2 T 
132 HAJIRAH F E 2 11 9 T 
133 HAYIERA F E 15 16 1 T 
134 HOWA F E 10 14 4 T 
135 KALDIA F E 11 16 5 T 
138 KAMllAH F E 3 12 9 T 
137 LAYLA F E 6 16 10 T 
134 M.M. F E 7 16 9 T 
139 MAALiEKAH F E 7 11 4 T 
140 MAEMIENA F E 4 11 7 T 
141 MARK F E 8 15 7 T 
142 MSADU F XH 3 14 11 T 
143 MILKY F E 2 14 12 T 
144 NASEEMA F E 5 11 6 T 
145 NOSIBHO F XH 10 15 5 T 
148 NUSRAT F E 5 15 10 T 
147 RASIA F E 14 16 2 T 
141 RAY F E 10 14 4 T 
148 RIDWANA F E 7 16 9 T 
150 RIZYAH F E 6 16 . 10 T 
151 ROSE F E 3 15 12 T 
152 RUBEENA F E 9 18 7 T 
153 S.S. F E 9 15 6 T 
154 SMOlKA F E 4 14 10 T 
155 SAJIDE F E 12 16 4 T 
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1. SAMEERA F. E 3 9 8 T 
,17 SAMEERA F .;,&".., ,,' ·:'.1 1.4 < ,< •• ,,,;,, • 18 2 T 
tU ISHAKES F E 15 18 1 T 
111 ~ITTARA F I; 9 18 7 T 
110 SlELLY F A 8 10 4 T 
111 SMASH F E 5 9 4 T 
112 SOLO F E 4 15 11 T 
.~~ SOND F E 7 18 9 T 
114 SUMAYVE F E 5 18 11 T 
186 SUNFlOWE F E 5 18 11 T 
181 SUX F A 9 13 4 T 
187 TAAHIRAH F E 13 18 3 T 
1,1 TASNEEM F E 5 13 8 T 
11. TASNEEMA F E 3 18 13 T 
170 VIOLET F E 5 18 11 T 
171 WAAGHEDA F E 8 18 8 T 
172 WASEEMA F E 4 18 12 T 
173 ZAHIRAH F E 3 18 13 . T 
17. ZARINAH F E 5 18 11 T 
176 ZEENAT F E 7 15 8 T 
178 ZURAAN F E 5 13 8 T 
177 JANET F E 5 18 11 T 
17' TESSA F E 4 18 12 T 
178 MANDY F E 3 18 13 T 
110 $ M E 8 18 10 C 
111 A.GAFEET M E 5 7 2 C 
112 ANDlE M XH 7 18 9 C 
113 ANDREW M E 1 18 15 C 
114 ASH M E 9 18 7 C 
~ ASHRAF M E 8 14 8 C 
116 AZEEM M E 4 15 11 C 
117 BAHAIJAAN M E 7 18 9 C 
11' BAPOO M E 8 18 10 C 
181 BOOF M E 3 8 3 C 
180 BRADLEY M E 1 7 8 C 
181 CHRIS M A 8 15 7 C 
1·2 DUMISA M XH 5 9 4 C 
113 DVI M E 4 8 4 C 
1M EBOBAKER M E 4 9 5 C 
186 ESSAMOH' M E 1 11 10 C 
1. GEORGE M E 2 14 12 C 
187 GLADWIN M XH 3 7 4 C 
18. HEXEN M E 7 14 7 C 
181 INAl M E 5 14 9 C 
200 JOSEPH M E 8 18 10 C 
201 JUDE M E 6 11 5 C 
202 LANWOBA M XH 4 12 8 C 
203 LELllE M XH 5 11 8 C 
204 lEROY M A 1 8 5 C 
201 lOYAL M E 1 18 15 C 
206 lUCKY M E 7 18 9 C 
207 lUQMAAN M E 3 9 8 C 
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201 LUZOKO M At 2 10 8 C 
.~ M.FUNOOS M A 4' '" 8 4 C -
210 MAAMMIEZ M E 8 9 3 C 
211 MAHlER M E 8 13 7 C 
212 MAKELERA M XH 8 14 8 C 
213 MDMULULI M XH 3 8 5 C 
214 MOOR M E 8 9 3 C 
215 NEVILLE M A' 2 7 5 C 
218 007 M E 7 8 ·1 C 
217 PERCY M XH 3 11 8 C 
218 PETER M E 7 15 8 C 
21. RAFEEQ M 'E 8 10 2 C 
220 RATTY M A 5 9 4 C 
2~1 RIYAAZ M E 8 18 10 C 
222 SABATHA M E 5 13 8 C 
223 SALlE M E 7 18 9 C 
224 SAM M E 7 9 2 C 
22S SAMMY M E 10 18 8 C 
Z2I SEAN M XH 8 12 4 C 
227 SHAKIR M E 4 14 10 C 
228 SIRAAJ M E 4 7 3 C 
221 SIVUYILE M XH 8 15 7 C 
230 SNIPER M E 0 11 11 C 
231 STEFAN M E 9 14 5 C 
232 SULEIMEN ,M E 8 15 7 C 
233 T:BOSE M XH 7 18 9 C 
234 TAEBO M E 5 12 7 C 
236 THAABIET M E 6 13 7 C 
238 TSIDOSO M XH 2 12 10 C 
237 WALEED M E 4 7 3 C 
238 WOOD M E 8 15 7 C 
23. XANDER M E 11 18 5 C 
240 YAGHYA M E 3 7 4 C 
241 YASEEN M E 4 14 10 C 
242 ZAHID M E 6 11 5 C 
243 ZAHlER M E 2 6 4 C 
244 ZAHIR M E 4 5 1 C 
241 ZANDIZILE M XH 8 11 3 C 
.~ ZAP M E 6 14 8 C 
247 ZIYAAD M E 4 10 6 C 
248 ZUHER M E 6 14 8 C 
24. ZUKO M XH 4 13 9 C 
2$0 ZUNAID M E 3 10 7 C 
211 AR M E 6 15 g P 
212 Ashraf M E 0 7 7 P 
213 Bardien M A 2 8 4 P 
.. Bt'fAM M E 8 14 8 P 
211 Bonga M XH 8 14 8 P 
218 Bongoni M E 5 9 4 P 
217 BUNNY M E 3 18 13 P 
218 Oenroy M E 2 2 0 P 
259 ICE M E 4 . 16 12 P 
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280 Warren M E 
281 ZIYAAD M I· 
282 ZUBEYlR M E 
283 A.KADER M E 
2M A.RAHMAN M E 
281 ADAMS M E 
288 ADIEL M E 
287 ALLIE M E 
B8 ALUES M E 
28. ASHRAF M E 
270 BAIU M E 
271 BIELA M E 
272 BOLTMAN M E 
273 BONES M E 
274 CHARLIS M E 
271 CERYL M E 
278 I DOPEY M E 
277 ELAS M E 
271 EMRA M E 
279 ESSACK M E 
-~~ JOHN M E 
2~_1 KARIEM M E 
2,2 KHALil M E 
283 LORGAT M E 
214 LULE M .E 
21' MAHDI M E 
218 MUAZZAM M E 
217 RAEEZ M E 
211 RIFAAD M E 
21. RIYAAZ M E 
210 RYADH M E 
291 SALiEGH • M E 
292 SHAlL M E 
Jl3 TAYU M E 
214 TINY M E 
291 TRVINE M E 
~ WAJDIE M' E 
~ WASEEM M E 
298 YASEEN M E 
29. YUSUF M E 
300 ZAHIR M E 
301 ZUBAYIR M E 
302 C. FEYNE M E 
30~ ANDLE M XH 
304 DUMISA M XH 
3QI GLADWIN M XH 
~ LANWOBA M· XH 
307 LELILE M . XH 
'~I LU~~O M XH 
I 301 MAKeLERk M XH 
310 MDMULULI M XH 
31.1 ~RCY M XH 
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Name or Nickname ZARINA~ ~MED 
Are you male or female ~fI<L£ 
In which school and which grade are you curre.tly registered .lSlJ-MIA IDlLE&E Of- \0 
What is your home lanluale (Ena;lish, Afrikaans, Xhosa, etc.)? ENCrUSl-f 
CO~NTSONINSTRUCTIONALPROGRA~S 
prop 'y. 
B- WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
I- I\- ~as vefl.t 1Y't:er~,*~ ad e.duc.qtbno\ . I have learnt f\'laI'l \.f 
nevv -\:YJ,~<rtS. oJ ~ 
. f-
2- M ~ e('I(fO\A~e , I I 
r 
~ 
c- WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
~Ol'Ov~~ . 
2-
. 
.... -.~.-.~- . ., ....... ....:... ------------
Un
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ty 
of 
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pe
 To
wn
Name or Nickname 
Are ou male or female 
In which school and which 
COMMENTS ON INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMES 
B- WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAmlE 
1- --... \ l. L1 .l. ~~ I.t ill c::!lS \. . .. 
~~ \,a " .. ~j, 
"-C2.. .1..l..._~ \ ~""';.~ oC.C'-<L\. \.-co ~, --4 
-
2- ~ \~~ .~~~ .............. ~~c..~ ~ ""-"\\,..~ I.w. ~-~ 
L. w .... l\--\. - v "' 
C- WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
I- T ~ ~ ~'"Eo~~. 
2-
I 
".~~.,,-----... ,."~----------------------------
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Name or nlcname err ~ "(e...\,,,...-4'Ir 
In which school are you currently registered <;t C., eo~t-c, G rCLW.l'WV, 
Are you male or female ~~\~. 
What I. your home language (Engllsh,~. XhoIII, ell:.) EV\Of\i~v. 
Choice of the programme _ (Torso, PJcIIns, CompufItI) 1D,.....~o. 
COMMENTS ON THE TEACHING METHOD 
A· WHAT I LIKED ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
1· 1+ I.Uet ~ ~ r'\Cle.rtv.' ~~~Q. o:t r:(st X net Of! ~.;..A 1~t""J O\.AJ" 
~. I£cdL-i tcl(tt W\Ow .r.: qat' ty. ~V-"""!'v~ of· ; l . 
.J ..... ~: ,"r:: .-
. ' . .-
. 
. . ~. _., 
2· 11; f t!'C' Ic.S. rEcJ. T1 V-..-dps \AO\A... \-fl tl-W"'CIl ~vVJJ ~et', 
" 
.. 
>.' 
", ·~i:· 
c· " <-I 
, " 
, ';~- ': 
B· WHAT I SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
1· BM <:tx~ b'r'U~ \ V\. d(.;tCcI \. .' 
...J 1 
" 
" 
" - "~.~~; ~ ... -
' . 
2· "'ft ~ {: ,ti ce. -:r H-t ,rVc .Jar <!AJ dl{ ~V\lf.. _"tou ~V\..t to ex (/ fa, "" 
~atA C;Y"()u1ol 9--.ow u.s. C) Tcf'Sa Jc.o ~~. w r" uvviUsh 
I"\.. '<!)Ha. CJ eor '11 -
~ 
. ".'" .~ ... ,- ~ .... ~ ..... , -~:~.- -
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Name or Nickname 'BA~~NN'$A \"f 1\(tN£JI:.A~ , 
Are you male or female ~e.MAl..' 
In which school and which arade are you currently retdstered .c'\Af\iA'~ l..O l..CreGoo. It' I ,-ItA ~ 
What is your home lanauaae (Enalish, Afrikaanlt Xhosa-,- etc.)? ef'l(,. L.l" (-4 
" 
',' 
COMMENTS ON INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMES 
:{ ... 
A- WHICH PROGRAMME DID YOU CHOOSE (ComjJuter. Tono or Picture) and WHY? 
" 
'i~ f' \c...tL.\.( c:: b~caM.,(" I.. f • .AeL tt- ' eeu"~ +0 
'qYo..~1P ... .. {1.I1'\ .. cf. .. t-uvl\. ' f1'ea IW'\. ~\' # . f-..r ~ ~ - .. 
, -'" 
'" 
B- WRA T DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
I- f" ,;ce. t.ne.. feid' t~~ ~ ~ CLL ,'~ P \e. 'h .. M e.s 
c..le.~\", t:\.'1\~ M tIN:. S~ tl~ 1.- ~ ~b\~ +0 
~etr ..)..1::0 V"'(l,.M.( ~ 'p"i(i¢ o "'9,c.'\.A I ptICN t . 
2-
" 
C- WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
1- r.. t. ~ "'" \(. ~ ~ f""'tr~ Sv...c ~tX ~DVVt. 
MbV'!, ~V\ ~""-l ~a ~ Q.vc,~ c c:r"\-<:Krf1~ 
~ ... e ...... C!'tS'" ~ \(s::Irl'~ .. " 
\) 
2-
; J 
, 
1 
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Name or Niekname 
Are 00 male or felD8le 
In whieh school and whieh 
What is our home laB 
COMMENTS ON INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMES 
B- WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THE INSTRUCI'lONAL PROGRAMME 
1-
t 
; 
2-
c- WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
1- _~ -'ALJAA ..",.. ..... A'.~ /Vt'7~ ~-~ 
",y~v A ........... ,/ ..... A.-~dL"'"' 
I -
2-
Un
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Name or Nickname 1 .1, 
Are you male or female 1Y1~ '. 
In which school and which &rade are you currently re&istered a,,;'j "",.,/" I O •.AAJn q 
What is your home lanluale (Enllish, Afrikaans, Xhosa, etc.)? ~ ,;. ... ".L I 
, 
COMMENTS ON INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMES 
B- WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
1- q 0& .A. '.~ -. oN Ab,~ tL., D A J. "M.t,'u .... 1A1fT_ 
u , 
2- ~ aA~ ~_ J A:' .LU~ .. d ..... J .A'.A O-ANI."" I JtL_ NI.v~ .It ,10. 
V d II V , 
C- WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
1-
"..,.-
/'" 
/' 
2-
Un
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ty 
of 
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 To
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Name or Nickname 
Are ou male or female 
III which school and which 
COMMENTS ON INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMES 
B- WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
1- <H6 pr\ uL a..+\C'\c cb'"'\.Ci \...\Ol;..., vc:.."\ .h:> fulC\L ~t:Ae.( . 
d \....J ~-
. l- q .;'( s"t i '(:.£. L'"*-. 
I 
c- WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
1-
" J-J 
l- - ,..". 
. I 
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of 
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 To
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Name or nlcname Nu.t'0Qr.. ~~.c::b.s. 
In which school are you currently registered j-f;, '- r;;, on .r -c::w 
Are you male or female .... ~ 
What Is your home language (Ensiush.~. Xhou,-.' ~.& ...... 
Choice of the programme (reno, PIcbns, ~ ~~. 
COMMENTS ON THE TEACHING METHOD 
A- WHAT I LIKED ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
1- "=: ~ .JEoi",",pac. --=:I ve.,~ dfF~~ . ..te. L - --;}. c:A.J.aeJve.D 
o--d ~ ..... ;) ....., o-r ".,...;.e.I:~_~" 
'--"""" 
2- ~ ~ .-,.:,,,,,1' ..4g..~ HdI o..fJ .~ cue 
~ue..-
-l:o ~ ~ -+f- -. -. I 
'--~ 
B- WHAT I SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
1-
2-
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Name or nlcname ,,( l~ \ G--r (../ ,_: I 
In which school are you currently registered Sf 6r(j 0 rC ~~ (' f".7(,f){ 
Are you male or female ~n'"l~t ,7 \. 
What Is your home language (EnglIsh. AtriUMs. Xhosa, *-, &,.-" '/\ LA e '"'"' 
Choice of the programme (Tcno. PictIns. ~ PI~v,J';';> 
COMMENTS ON THE TEACHING METHOD 
A- WHAT I LIKED ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
1- ~, Wr.-:k.-: ,rll.,l( t-"\ ce Ct:$"IC2.t"') ~ , . 1 ' t"...1"'\ ~e,. c::::-.1.~4 ,... ~ 
'--.-.I':t.:~e. , 
I,~.I eCfct· 1 0..:1 r +- ::.-:\/ ! 1~ 'clc_~~~ 05',-". S~C'·--r-· 
"t..~rr c ~,.J~ . \""./ '-' -<....--, 
" 
2· -II. '.{" u: ~c ' cc.l c· :d- ,y'~de vk eC>t~ t -r:- r 1" .... 
rr--" '-'l~~~ --'~"';~~I , ,-/ LI ..,-:::c cUt. , '-',ad +" \C-l ~., '. 
, 
-
,\,..0. C-' ~.,:.A.,j \"~~'r--"(' -\'l,~~ CIt./> ..,~:> ~~ l )~~C--'4at..1 .. t'c:c 
-
I 
(; 
, 
I 
I , ..:: J';:, e::.;.-' We... S-\...-~~' r--.. . 
~. '-....-' 
B· WHAT I SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
1- ~J::) ~ :J, ',-,ci 1\ Q. '4-=-C£·~I\~C rn~'C\\~ 
-h' ~. 
v . 
"""'" t?"I ':. 11/ (' c:p r-. c-\..A-e 
~ I I 
2· 
Un
ive
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ty 
of 
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Name or nicname 
In which school are ou current 
Are ou male or female (~ 
What Is our home Ian ua e (Eng ...... ~,Xhou. .. ,
COMMENTS ON THE TEACHING METHOD 
A· WHAT I LIKED ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
1· <: 
2· 
.. ' .. :" . .,. 
B· WHAT I SUGGEST, TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MA~~ERIALS 
1· tLt",\ ~ I \r,""1c. J " Ill> ItA. Sn ;--4-r1-0 ~e_ ~/;L .. .DC:: 
I ). rAP . - ot- \ 1~( ~~} IN1 r.I 4-0 . t' i ,., ( ..Y.J t' .(l ." r..A. ( r.. '-
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.. 
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2· 
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, 
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Name or nicname 
In which school are 
COMMENTS ON THE TEACHING METHOD 
A· WHAT I LIKED ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME 
1· 1: f~ ~ j II ~. /;r, C> ~ rQ. 'Y'""'G , at' .... I o~ 
/;;e~£e I ..s:ee ~~ I of!o /J11., r_kdi ~Qc:J,~ 
11'-/ .ftcd& ~ I - . v_ L ,-/ 1i,J::.e c:;t...~-.. ~ .. ~".I ....... ----e . 
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2- :Eb (j,~A.ly ~ (q~~/ ..L ... -rI_Ii'LQ. ~;~ ..... .1--. .f 
dt.. -~ ~ , .., -~
v 
B· WHAT I SUGGEST TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING MATERIALS f 
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FEEDBACK "EVALUATIONS REPORTS" 
No.1 
1.1. Report of success (12. 11. 1998) 
The pilot study was conducted with ten volunteer 11-12 years old pupils at St. 
Augustine's R.C. Primary School on Thursday November 12, 1998 using three 
instructional programmes for teaching the names of eight parts of the digestive system. 
1.2. School: 
St. Augustine's R.C. Primary School is a school with in the Departmet1t of Education and 
Training in Wynberg, Cape Town. The majorities of the pupils at St. Augustine's R.C. 
Primary School are from a lower socio-economic background and speak English, 
Afrikaans, and Xhosa as their languages. It is a mixed school with an enrollment of 850 
pupils. 
1.3. Sample: 
A randomly selected 11-12 years old 10 pupils (N=IO) from Mr. Valentine's classroom in 
the St. Augustine's R.C. Primary School; 5 of them were boys, 5 were girls, all English 
speaking. 
1.4. Duration: 
Administration of the pilot study took 40 minutes. 
Pre-test time took 8 minutes. It was composed of eight completion items to label on a 
black and white picture of the human digestive system. 
Orientation procedure time took 16 minutes. 
Interventions: 
Torso with eight labels: 5 minutes. 
Coloured picture with eight labels: 3 minutes. 
Computer graphic with eight labels: 8 minutes. 
Post-test time took 4 min. It was composed of eight completion items to label on a black 
and white picture of the human digestive system. 
1.5. Instructional methods chosen: 
1- Picture' of digestive system: One girl preferred ~ picture as the medium of 
instruction 
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2- Torso: 2 boys preferred the torso as the medium of instruction. 
3- Computer: 4 girls, 3 boys preferred the computer graphic as the medium of 
instruction. 
1.6. Procedure: 
Firstly, Mr. Valentine, teacher of the pupils, introduced me to the pupils. We greeted each 
other and spoke about school. Mr. Valentine explained the importance of the study, but 
that it was not for marks. 
I mentioned about the purpose and procedure of study (tests, instructions) 
We gave the pre-test that consists of 8 items to label and we explained that they would 
label if they knew. If not, it didn't matter. They labeled the items themselves. It took 8 
minutes. 
After finishing the Pre-test, all pupils went outside the classroom to choose one of three 
instructional programmes on offer. 
We organized the three instructional programmes separately on desks: torso, colour 
picture and computer graphic. 
Pupils came inside in pairs, saw, and investigated the programmes, talked with each 
other, chose one of them. According to their choices, we organized pupils as groups. 
According to their groups, I delivered instructions and then they practiced and labeled the 
eight parts of the digestive system themselves. They were excited about their 
participation in the exercise. 
After finishing the instruction section, the pupils spoke about their achievements. They 
looked like very happy. It took 16 minutes totally. . 
Finally, We gave the post-test as re-test. They labeled the test. It took 4 minutes. 
1.7. Results and Observations 
This pilot study proved successful with the generous assistance and co-operation of the 
teacher, Mr. Valentine Nefdt, in the St. Augustine's R.C. Primary School. 
Pairs of students' were conducted through the experimental pre-test I orientation I 
instructional intervention I post-test programme which lasted for 40 minutes. 
The pre-test took 8 minutes. It comprised eight completion items to be labeled on a black-
and-white picture of the human digestive system. Pilot ~y pre-test scores averaged 2.8 
outof8. 
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Orientation of the participant students to the three different instructional intervention 
options available took 16 minutes. 
Typically, the times taken for completion of the three different intervention treatments 
were: 
Torso with eight labels: 5 minutes. 
Coloured picture with eight labels: 3 minutes. 
Pentium computer graphic with eight labels: 8 minutes. 
The post-test duration was typically 4 minutes. It comprised eight completion items to be 
labelled on the pre-test black-and-white picture of the human digestive system provided. 
To date the pilot study trial conducted with English / Afrikaans students in one 
economically depressed suburb of Cape Town found that 70% of the student participants 
chose the Pentium computer graphic as their preferred instructional method; 2()oA, of the 
students opted for the Torso as their preferred teaching strategy; and only 10% of the 
sampled students preferred a hand-held coloured picture of the human digestive system as 
their instructional medium of free choice. All students who took part in. the exercise 
expressed excitement and eagerness to participate in the investigation, and all expressed 
pleasure in the fmal outcome, namely, that their pre-test scores all improved. Some 
students' achievement scores increased by one mark out of eight. Other students' scores 
increased by as much as six marks out of eight, e.g. from 2/8 to 8/8 using the Pentium, 
during the 40-minute period assigned for the experiment. 
This pilot study served to identify and correct some of the problems when conducting the 
research, namely the need for clear instructions and the need for pupils to give their ideas 
about the working of study. 
It also indicated that needed for another study using larger and mixed groups in order to 
be able to carry out statistical tests.] 
No: 2 
2.1. Report of success (17. 2. 1999) 
The pilot study trial was conducted with five volunteer adult students at university of 
Cape Town on Wednesday February 17, 1999 using three instructional programmes for 
teaching the names of sixteen parts of the digestive system. 
2.2. Sample: // 
A randomly selected adult students (N=S) from Prof. Rochford's science education HDE // 
group at the school of education at UCT; 1 of them waS boy, 4 were girls, all EnglisV' 
speaking. -~ / 
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2.3. Duration: 
Administration of the pilot study took 23 minutes. 
Pre-test time took 9 minutes. It was composed of sixteen completion items to label on a 
black and white picture of the human digestive system. 
Orientation procedure time took 9 minutes. 
Interventions: 
Torso with sixteen labels: 2 minutes. 
Coloured picture with sixteen labels: 3 minutes. 
Computer graphic with sixteen labels: 4 minutes. 
Post-test time took S min. It was composed of sixteen completion items to label on a 
black and white picture of the human digestive system. 
2.4. Instructional methods chosen: 
1- Picture of digestive system: Two girls preferred the picture as the medium of 
instruction. 
2- Torso: 1 girl preferred the torso as the medium of instruction. 
3- Computer: 1 girl, 1 boy preferred the computer graphic as the medium of instruction. 
2.S. Procedure: 
Firstly, Prof. Rochford introduced me to the students and explained the importance and 
aim of the study. 
I mentioned about the purpose and procedure of study (tests, instructions). 
I gave the pre-test that consists of 16 items to label and I explained that they would label 
if they knew. Ifnot, it didn't matter. They labeled the items themselves. It took 9 minutes. 
After finishing the Pre-test, all students chose one of three instructional programmes on 
offer. 
I organized the three instructional programmes separately on desks: torso, colour picture 
and computer graphic. 
Students saw, and investigated the programmes, chose one of them. 
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According to chosen programmes, I delivered instructions and then they practiced and 
labeled the sixteen parts of the digestive system themselves. They were excited about 
their participation in the exercise. 
After finishing the instruction section, the students thought about their achievements. 
They looked like very happy. It took 9 minutes totally. 
Finally, I gave the post-test as re-test. They labeled the test. It took 4 minutes. At 
the back of post-test there was questionnaire about study. They filled the questionnaire 
and write their comments. 
2.6. Results and observations 
To date the second pilot trial conducted with students in Cape town found that 400At of the 
student participants chose the Pentium computer graphic as their preferred instructional 
method; 20% of students opted for the Torso as their teaching strategy; and 40% of the 
sampled students preferred a hand-held coloured picture of human digestive system as 
their instructional medium of free choice. According to their comments, all students who 
took part. in the exercise expressed excitement and eagerness to participate in the 
investigation and all improved. And also according to their comments I changed 
procedure of application and instructions and also components of the digestive system, 
which I teach. Some students' achievement scores increased by three or marks out of 
sixteen. Some students' scores increased by much as ten or eleven marks out of sixteen, 
e.g. from 1116 to 16/16 using the Pentium, during the period assigned for the experiment. 
No:3 
3.1. Report of success (10. 3. 1999) 
The pilot study trial was conducted with 21 volunteer scondary school students at Star 
International High School on Wednesday march 10, 1999 using three instructional 
programmes for teaching the names of sixteen parts of the digestive system. 
3.2. Sample: 
A randomly selected secondary scholl students (N=21) from Mr. Inal' classroomin Star 
International high school; all of them were boys. It was boys high school in Athlone, 
some of them are English speaking, some afrikaans speaking. 
3.3. Duration: 
Administration of the pilot study took 80 minutes. 
Pre-test time took 2S minutes. It was composed of sixteen completion items to label on a 
black and white picture of the human digestive system. .. \~. 
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Orientation procedure time took 3S minutes. 
Interventions: 
Torso with sixteen labels: 14 minutes. 
Coloured picture with sixteen labels: 11 minutes. 
Computer graphic with sixteen labels: 10 minutes. 
Post-test time took 20 min. It was composed of sixteen completion items to label on a 
black and white picture of the human digestive system. 
3.4. Instructional methods chosen: 
1- Picture of digestive system: S boys preferred the picture as the medium of instruction. 
2- Torso: 10 boys preferred the torso as the medium of instruction. 
3- Computer: 6 boys preferred the computer graphic as the medium of instruction. 
3.S. Procedure: 
Firstly, I divided students into two groups as ten and eleven. 
I explained the importance and aim of the study.and not for marks.to each group. 
I mentioned about the purpose and procedure of study (tests, instructions). 
I gave the pre-test that consists of 16 items to label to each group seperately and I 
explained that they would label if they knew. If not, it didn't matter. They labeled the 
items themselves. It took 2S minutes totally. 
After finishing the Pre-test, all students chose one of three instructional programmes on 
offer. 
I organized the three instructional programmes separately on desks: torso, colour picture 
and computer graphic. . 
Students saw, and investigated the programmes, chose one of them. 
According to chosen programmes, I delivered instructions and then they practiced and 
labeled the sixteen parts of the digestive system' themselves. They were excited about 
their participation in the exercise. After finishing the instruction section, the students 
thought about their achievements. They looked like very happy. It took 3S minutes 
totally. 
Finally, I gave the post-test as re-test. They labeled the test. It took 20 minutes. At the 
back of post-test there was questionnaire about study. '{bey filled the questionnaire and 
write their comments. . 
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3.6. Results and observations 
To date the third pilot trial conducted with students in Cape town found that 28% of the 
student participants chose the Pentium computer graphic as their preferred instructional 
method; 48% of students opted for the Torso as their teaching strategy; and 24% of the 
sampled students preferred a hand-held coloured picture of human digestive system as 
their instructional medium of free choice. According to their comments, all students who 
took part in the exercise expressed excitement and eagerness to participate in the 
investigation and all improved. Some students' achievement scores increased by three or 
four marks out of sixteen. Some students' scores increased by much as ten or eleven 
marks out of sixteen, e.g. from 1116 to 16116 using the Pentium, during the period 
assigned for the experiment 
The averages of post-test results according to students choices are like these: Computer: 
4.33, Picture: 4 and Torso: 3.7 
Actually it seems there is no significant differences in achievement scores. but it 
obviously shows if carries out with larger samples there will be significant differences in 
their achievement scores on tests. 
Conclusion 
It appears. from pilot studies carried out, that there might be some significant differences 
in the students' test scores. Clearly this pilot study will produce results that are more 
definite if carried out with larger and mixed groups and also at different levels. 
Trials of three samples of students in 1998 and 1999 indicate that it is successful in 
appreciably· increasing students' scores on tests on human physiology; and the 
investigation is continuing with larger samples in Cape Town. 
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